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I. IN1RODUcnON
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established human genome research programs, involving research on genomes of humans
and selected model organisms? The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) supports
the plant genome research projecf as well as the animal genome research project.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) supports a genome research project on a model
plant system, Arabidopsis.s Other countries in Europe and elsewhere have launched
coordinated genome projects addressing genomes of humans, plants, animals, and
bacteriaf

Infusion of new federal funding through these projects into the already strong biological
research base in the United States has encouraged genome research in this country and
contributed to a rapid rate of scientific progress beyond earlier expectations. For
example, new technologies allow for the rapid, and relatively inexpensive, isolation,
cloning, and DNA sequencing of genes or gene fragments. Consequently, it is possible to
obtain sequences representing a large number of genes for which, in some instances,
little other information is available. The Federal Government has a dual responsibility
to encourage the free flow of scientific information and the rapid commercialization of
research results. In order to address how best to achieve these goals with respect to

1 A genome is the total gene complement of a set of chromosomes found in higher
life forms, or the functionally similar but simpler linear arrangements found in bacteria
and viruses.

2 Understanding Our Genetic Inheritance. The U.S. Human Genome Project: The
First Five Years, FY1991-1995. A joint publication of the Department of Energy and
the Department of Health and Human Services. Washington, DC, April 1990.

3 USDA Plant Genome Research Program. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, June 1991.

4 Federal Register, Vol. 56, No. 231, 2 December 1991.

S A Long-range Plan for the Multinational Coordinated Arabidopsis thaliana
Genome Research Project. Washington, DC: National Science Foundation, July 1990.

6 Human Genome Research: A Review of European and International .
Contributions. London: Medical Research Council of the United Kingdom, January
1991.
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genome research, the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering and
Technology (FCCSET) has formed a high level interagency committee, the Genome
Patent Working Group (GPWG), under the auspices of the FCCSET Committee on life
Sciences and Health (CLSH).7 The GPWG is charged with defining the pertinent
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It should be recognized that rapid progress in genome research is possible only because
of the vast accumulated information in biology that has resulted from basic research
supported by various agencies over a long period. All the agencies involved in genome
research are aware of the importance of integrating genome research with all of biology,
as evidenced by the fact that most of the coordinated genome research projects take a
broad view of the kind of research and experimental systems that they support.
Similarly, issues related to the protection of intellectual property rights and
commercialization of federally funded research results are not new or unique to genome
research. There are existing laws and policies that deal with these issues. However,
genome research has highlighted some of the problems of interpretation and application
of existing laws in the rapidly evolving area of molecular genetics.

The GPWG seeks input from many sources in completing its tasks. The purpose of this
document is to provide the interested public with general information on what genome
research is, how intellectual property is protected, and how the Federal Government
encourages technology transfer from laboratories to commercialization. The document is
written as background for a public meeting to be held on May 21-22, 1992, in
Washington, D.C. It is not designed to be a comprehensive treatise, but is intended
rather as an aid to focus the discussion about this extremely complex subject on a few
key issues of common interest. Examples of these issues are identified in Section VI at
the end of this document.

II. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND

Genome PrQjects. Since the discovery of the double helical structure of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) by Watson and Crick in 19S3, it has been evident that the sequence of its
"letters" (the nucleotide bases adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine--or A, C, G, and
T, for short) was the key to its information content. The Human Genome Project,
cosponsored by the DOE and the NIH, is a coordinated 1S-year effort to locate and

7The seven member agencies are the Departments of Agriculture (USDA),
Commerce (DOC), Energy (DOE), Health and Human Services (DHHS), and State
(DOS), along with the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Office ofScience and
Technology Policy (OSTP). The NSF chairs the working group.
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decode all the information in the complete human DNA, or human genome.
Concurrently with the development and establishment of the Human Genome Project,
the USDA planned and established the Plant Genome Project in 1991. The goal of the
USDA project is to facilitate the genetic improvement of plants by locating important
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The genome exists in living cells in highly organized structures called chromosomes. The
number of chromosomes varies greatly from species to species, but is always a
characteristic number for each species. In the case of humans, each of the 24 distinct
human chromosomes is a single, enormously long, double helical molecule (averaging an
inch and a quarter per chromosome, with 23 pairs of chromosomes stuffed into a volume
of less than one billionth of a cubic centimeter within each nucleated cell). Along the
length of that molecule are regions of special sequences, called genes, that are
functionally distinct because they encode instructions for the manufacture and control of
products (proteins) that build, manage, and organize everything in the cello-which is itself
the basic building block of all living tissues. It is estimated that an adult human being
has about one hundred trillion (100,000,000,000,000) cells of many different kinds and
functions. To oversee this complexity, the organization of the information contained in
the genome must also be highly complex so that only the genes needed to do specific
jobs are expressed where and when necessary. The genomes of some crop plants can be
even more complex, with multiple copies of chromosomes beyond the normal number of
two of each. The need to understand the basic structure and organization of the genome
-whether human, animal, or plant-is a driving force behind the several organized
genome projects.

The Human Genome Project departs from the norm for basic biological research in
several ways: it is a focussed and technology-dependent, basic research effort, and it is a
highly interdisciplinary project. Its principal objective is a delineation of all three kinds
of maps of the human chromosomes - genetic, physical, and DNA sequence.
Accomplishing this daunting task will require further technological advances,
instrumentation, and chemistries that will permit us to analyze the fundamental
molecules of life, DNA and proteins, as well as to develop the sophisticated new
computational methods needed to interpret the information.

Research Objectives. In the past, research investigating the causes of genetic diseases in
humans and animals, or genetic defects in plants and microorganisms, focused on
identifying the missing or defective protein associated with the symptoms of such
illnesses or defects. The vast improvements in technology over the last two decades have
made it possible to examine the genome at the molecular level, to pinpoint the precise
location of the defects within the protein sequence and to place the location of the gene
coding for that protein on a genetic map. Such information is equally valuable for
understanding normal cell function and physiology. Today, research is conducted from
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both directions, from the gene to the protein andthe protein back to the gene. In either
case, each step in the process of DNA transcription and RNA translation into proteins
provides vital insight into the sophisticated means for controlling gene expression, cell
development and organismal function.

ecece::::SQ~i].1iS~]tQIiorY~lthO!ljUghlYUttderst~T1dth:o()rganization"Ofthe"inf0nnationinothece'OO~e,"O'
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understand all the multiple and subtle control mechanisms that operate within the
genome. Current estimates are that there are perhaps 100,000 genes in the human
genome, of which, to date, some 5,000 are named and 2,300 localized (mapped) onto one
of the 24 distinct chromosomes. For fewer than 1,500 human genes is there even a
partial understanding of their function. The first step in building this understanding is to
construct a detailed "map" of where the genes are. There are several different kinds of
map, of different levels of resolution, that are obtained using different technologies. One
of the aims of the Human Genome Project (and other genome projects) is to place
reference points, or landmarks, on the chromosomes so that genes can be located as they
are found. This procedure is similar in concept to the mile markers on interstate
highways. The marker may not, by itself, indicate anything more than the number of
miles from a state line (by convention, either the 'south or west border), but it is very
useful as a milestone to someone traveling on the highway. The most useful markers
have two qualities: (1) they must be easily recognizable and (2) there must be lots of
them, spread relatively evenly along the length of the chromosome so that one is never.
very far away from a unique point. The Human Genome Project has recently seen the
mapping of almost 1,000 specific sequence markers (referred to as Sequence Tagged
Sites, or STSs). An STS is a short stretch of consecutive DNA sequence that is usually
not enough to code for a full protein, or to deduce anything about the function of the
protein for which the STS serves as a marker. However, it is by definition unique, i.e.,
nowhere else in the entire genome will the same sequence be found. These STS
markers represent only a small percentage (about 3.5%) of the number that will be
needed to complete the map for the human genome at the prescribed resolution.

Another approach to mapping uses a special construct called cDNA (for "complementary
DNA"). In the cell, the DNA constituting a gene is first transcribed into a temporary
intermediate molecule, and then processed through the precise removal of intervening
sequence fragments into an edited form of RNA called mRNA (for "messenger RNA")
that codes for a specific protein. Using recombinant DNA techniques, it is possible to
synthesize and clone a complementary strand of DNA using the mRNA as a template.
Once it is cloned, or purified and multiplied in culture, this eDNA can be used to isolate
the corresponding gene from a large mixture of such sequences. With automated
technologies. it is now possible to rapidly sequence portions of a large number of these
cDNAs. Partial cDNA sequences have been referred to as "expressed sequence tags"
(ESTs) because they identify expressed genes. Since this working copy bears sequence
information that may be unique to the protein product, its sequence can be useful for
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identifying on the original starting chromosome exactly where the gene for the given
protein is situated, thus mapping it.

Intensive efforts are currently under way in the United States and many other countries
around the world to continue and accelerate mapping efforts, both in humans and in
seIeCtedinQae}Qrgal1iliiIi$. ··11ieW!ii]illte:l11ap\!iU~-e·tbe:C01DPlete:nucteotide"sequenceu... ....... ..
of the genome. . .... ... .. .. .. .... u ••••••• •

Potential Benefits of Genome Research. Many genes code for the production of protein
products; these proteins are used to build other proteins, to assemble the physical
structure of a cell or tissue, and to serve as enzymes (which carry out the metabolic
reactions) or as signal molecules (hormones, needed for internal regulation and control)
that are necessary for the functions of a cell and ultimately of the organism. Human
diseases can result when there is an error in the gene coding for a protein product that
catalyzes necessary cellular chemical reactions. One example is cystic fibrosis, in which a
very small change in the gene sequence results in a defective membrane transport
molecule that cannot efficiently control the flow of chloride ions into certain cells. As a
consequence, these cells improperly regulate the amount of water kept inside the
membrane and they retain more than they should. This results in the formation of a
sticky mucous secretion which is characteristic of the disease and is the source of the
clinical symptoms, particularly in the lungs and pancreas. In another example in plants,
a single base pair change in the gene sequence that encodes a chloroplast membrane
protein can result in herbicide resistance.

The identification of genes offers several kinds of promise. The product of the gene can
be manufactured using recombinant DNA methods and this product supplied as a drug
or other useful compound for humans, animals, and plants. The gene itself can be
supplied using gene therapy approaches. In addition, specific genes can be used to
modify or genetically engineer plants, animals or microbes. These prospects offer
opportunities for commercial benefit to the inventors and developers of such products
and therapies. As more human genetic defects are identified, many new and extremely
specific therapies and medicines will emerge for diseases that have few effective
therapies today. Similarly, as more economically important genes are identified in crop
plants, many new varieties will emerge that could help increase efficiency and reduce
losses in crop production. For humans, as well as for plants and other organisms, the
elucidation of the organization and function of the genetic endowment will ultimately
lead to enormous utility and benefit.

ill. INTElLECIUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION

The Patent System. The U.S. Constitution, through Article I, Section 8, clause 8, has
empowered Congress with a broad grant of authority to promote the "Progress of Science
and the Useful Arts." The basic concept of the patent system is that providing a limited
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grant of exclusive rights to inventors will give them an incentive to disclose their
inventions to the public, rather than retain them in secrecy. Through this mechanism the
public gains information not only on technical advances, but also on activities of their
competitors in related fields of technology, so as to prevent duplicative research efforts.

_CCCC"Cc"cc""Xheincenti'leCC"Q«e!"~j~JL!1:Ye~8!!!1tC)fll.rigl1tto exclude c others from. c m.aJdng, using,
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preclude others from such activities. Thus, for example, if a person obtains patent
protection for an improvement to a basic invention patented by another, that patentee
may not be able to commercially exploit the improvement unless permission from the
owner of the basic patent is obtained. The improvement patent will, however, enable
the patent owner to preclude all others, including the basic patent owner, from making,
using or selling the improvement.

Basic Requirements for Patentability. There are four fundamental, statutory
requirements that every invention must meet in order to become entitled to patent
protection, regardless of the technological field of the invention: utility, adequacy of
disclosure, novelty, and .non-obviousness,

First, the patent applicant must demonstrate that the invention is "useful" in a practical
sense. This requirement, referred to as utility (35 U.S.C. 101), is met when the patent
applicant identifies some useful purpose to which the invention can be applied. In
addition, some discoveries which are unapplied mathematical algorithms, laws of nature,
abstract ideas, or natural products indistinguishable from the form in which they exist in
nature are not protectable through the patent laws. Note that practical utility in its
patent law sense may be entirely different from biological or therapeutic utility.

SecoIld, to obtain a patent fora new invention, one must file an application that
describes the invention in detail and describes the subject matter for which patent
protection is sought. Each patent application thus has two sections, the specification and
the claims. The specification describes in detail the field of technology to which the
invention pertains, and then describes, both generally and in detail, the features of the
invention. The claims, on the other hand, set forth in detail the subject matter for which
the patent applicant desires protection.

Substantive application disclosure requirements are governed by 35 U.S.C. 112. This
section of the patent code requires that applicants describe their invention in sufficient
detail as to enable a person skilled in the field of technology to which the invention
pertains to "practice" the invention. Hence, many patents on inventions involving
biological material require deposit of a specimen. .This requirement ensures that patent
documents include a sufficient technical description of the invention to people working in
the field of the invention, so as to provide them with the opportunity to study and to
improve upon the patented invention.
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The final requirement for patentability is that the invention be non-obvious as stated in
35 U.S.C. 103. This requirement serves to preclude patenting of minor improvements,
where those improvements would have been considered to have been obvious to a
person skilled in the field of the invention. Measuring whether an invention would have
been obvious requires an assessment of several factors, including the state of the art at
the time the patent application was filed, the level of skill of the ordinary worker in the
field of the invention, and the difference between what the applicant has claimed as his
or her invention, and that which is known in the prior art. (The term "prior art" refers to
patents, technical publications, and other published documents available anywhere in the
world prior to the filing date of a particular patent application and evidence of public
use or sale in the United States.) Additional factors, such as an invention's immediate
and widespread adoption, the commercial success of the invention, or proof that the
invention solved a long-felt need, may be offered to establish that the relevant prior art
does not render the invention obvious.

~
~
2;;

Novelty refers to the requirement that the invention not be known or in use prior to the
filing of the patent application. A lack of novelty, which will preclude the grant of a
patent, can be based upon any prior publication, an issued U.S. or foreign patent, or
evidence that the invention was in public use or was on sale more than one year prior to
the filing of the application. An absolute bar to patentability due to lack of novelty can

!F=-=--=--=-==,~eowas1>rio1""disclosurt\f"usef"oF"'SaleomoreothaI1"()n~e3J"bef()reotheofilingoof - - -- .
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prior to the application filing date, the patent applicant may still be able to overcome the
noveltybar and obtain a patent. However, this one year "grace period" does not apply in
most foreign countries; Thus, publication or use without the prior filing of a patent
application could eliminate the possibility of obtaining patent protection in major
international product markets.

Patent Examination Process. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) receives a
tremendous volume of patent applications from inventors both in the United States and
abroad. For example, the Office received over 165,000 applications in 1991. To ensure
rapid examination of patent applications, the PTO employs more than 1,800 examiners
who examine applications involving virtually every imaginable field of technology. In the
field of biotechnology, the PTO employs over 150 highly skilled scientists, most of whom
have advanced degrees and/or postdoctoral experience. Despite the volume of
applications, the PTO has maintained an average pendency for filed applications of less
than 19 months between the date a patent application is filed, and the date of its final
disposition by the PTO.

Each patent application undergoes a rigorous examination to ensure that it satisfies the
statutory requirements of the patent laws, as well as the formal requirements of the
PTO. During the examination process, patent applications are kept confidential -jiatent
examiners and PTO staff are prohibited by law from disclosing the content of pending
applications. If the examiner in charge of prosecution of a patent application determines
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that the application satisfies the formal and statutory requirements of patentability, the
PTO will issue the application as a patent. This will result in the application being
printed and made available to the public.

.If an.. examiner determines that a patelltapplication doesnot satisfy the criteria for
o::paientaQmiji:iQ1~ir~li.i'l!~f,J1i~])ateiit~appltCll:tionwill·be·rejetted;·"If°the"declslonof·the "~""""".'

examiner is made final, thepateniapplicanrcanappe8.l.i.oi1ieBoli.i'dofpateiir~peaIS·~····
and Interferences, an appellate panel within the structure of the PTO staffed by
experienced examiners who are also lawyers. If the Board upholds the rejection, the
applicant may seek judicial review of this decision, and may ultimately petition tor
certiorari to the Supreme Court.

Plant Patents. In addition to utility patents, plants are afforded two other forms of
protection. Title 35 of the U.S. Code, section 161, provides protection for asexually
reproduced varieties of plants, including cultivated sports, mutants, hybrids and newly
found propagated plants, but excludes tuber-propagated plants or plants found in an
uncultivated state. The Plant Variety Protection Act (PVPA) of 1970 provides patent
like protection for sexually reproduced varieties of plants excluding fungi, bacteria, or
first generation hybrids. The PVPA was initially enacted to bring the United States into
compliance with the International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of
Plants (UPOV). Recently, this Convention has been revised to extend protection for the
developer of a new variety to include related varieties "essentially derived" from it.

The PVPA also contains a provision that provides a research exemption. Section 114 of
the PVPA defines this exemption as follows:

The use and reproduction of a protected variety for plant breeding or other bona
fide research shall not constitute an infringement of the protection provided under
this Act. (7 U.S.C. 2544). .

Since any distinct, uniform, and stable variety developed in such research would in tum
be eligible for a Plant Variety Protection certificate, it follows that such a variety derived
directly from a protected one would itself also be protectable.

Enforcement of Patent Riihts. As noted above, a patent gives its owner the right to
preclude others from making, selling, or using the invention described in the claims of
the patent within the territoriallitnits of the United States. This right is classified as a
property right, and can be assigned to others or licensed on an exclusive or non-exclusive
basis. To enforce one's rights under a patent, one may file a civil suit in a Federal
District court, alleging patent infringement. If successful, the patent owner may obtain
an injunction, monetary damages, or both. Thus, the patent owner can effectively stop
the patent infringer from making, using, or selling the patented invention, and may
recoup whatever damages were incurred during the period of infringement.
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Ex;perimental Use Defense. A limited defense may be available to a party charged with
patent infringement if the use of the patented invention was for academic, non-

'," commercial research purposes. This defense, termed the experimental use defense,
! developed and continues to be largely governed by case law. It is important to note the
i defense is rarely invoked, and will not be effective if the use of the patented invention
" dis ' fl···t. d.. 'all In ddi'"""""""",""""" '"'"'was"to"' covel'a"means,o,exp olttng"we"patente '"mventton,commefCl "y,"","a, , tton",",,,C~""*'""
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exemption from infringement for parties other than the patent owner who make, use, or
sell patented drugs where the use is solely for the purpose of producing data to satisfy
requirements for federal regulatory review (e.g., FDA marketing approval).

ForeilPl Patent Systems. Patent systems outside the United States share many
substantive similarities with our system. For example, mostindustriaIized nations with
patent systems require the elements of utility, adequate disclosure, novelty, and non
obviousness, irrespective of the names which are used to describe these elements. The
primary differences lie in the procedural elements of our system. Thus, in every country
except the United States and the Philippines, if a conflict in priority arises over which of
two inventors of the same invention is entitled to a patent, the patent is awarded to the
first party to file the patent application. In the United States, the patent is granted to
the first inventor.

Another significant difference between the U.S. and foreign systems is the absence of a
"grace period" in foreign systems. The grace period provides inventors with up to one
year to file patent applications after publication of the invention. Thus, a patent
applicant in the United States can overcome a rejection based on prior art if the
publication relied upon to defeat novelty was authored by the inventor and published less
than one year before the date of filing of the patent application. In most foreign
systems, the novelty bar could not be overcollle even if the publication was bv the same
inventor.

One mitigating factor against harsh results of the lack of a grace period is the right of
foreign priority provided through the Paris convention. This convention is a treaty which
has been signed by over 100 different countries. Through the treaty, an individual can
file first in the United States, and then for up to one year file abroad in treaty countries.
The priority right allows the applicant in his/her foreign application to rely upon the
date of filing in the United States. This is also true for applications filed in foreign
countries and then filed in the United States.

Biotechnolol:Y. In recent years, biotechnology has brought an avalanche of new patents.
These range from the genetically engineered Harvard mouse to a tasty tomato with
extended shelf life, to a recombinant bacterium (E. coli) that can convert a whole
spectrum of sugar molecules into ethanol. The avalanche in patent application filings
was unleashed by the 1980 holding of the Supreme Court in Diamond v. Chakrabarty
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that a bacterium altered through genetic engineering techniques that was different from
the bacterium as it existed naturally was eligible for patent protection.

Co.p,yridrn. Trademarks· and Trade Secrets. Other forms of intellectual property
protection include copyright, trademark, and trade secret protection. Of the three, only

":":::.::":t!ii,Q~~~£!!n),!l:f~~~i>"tt·hllS·tt():fC"d~ral"COt11p0t1et1t:·'I'lt0~gh"CCIPyrights·were"originallym ..•.~ .••.#"~ ••• ~
envisioned to cover :thediScovenesonhegenomeprojectS;thatideawasquickly.....
abandoned because copyrights do not protect an idea but only the expression of the idea
and do not extend to any procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept,
principle, or discovery. Trademarks have no applicability in protecting genome
discoveries.

A trade secret is the term used to describe proprietary information or materials that are
kept in confidence and have value to their owner only to the extent that they remain
secret. For example, the formula for Coca-Cola is one of the classic examples of a trade
secret. Trade secrecy is used in private industry either to provide a competitive business
advantage, or prior to the time the invention has matured to the point where it is ripe
for the patent process. Trade secrets are governed by state law, most of which are
patterned after the Uniform Trade Secrets Act. Trade secrets rights cannot be held and
enforced by the Federal Government. Thus, except for information whose disclosure is
restricted through federal laws or regulations, any citizen can compel disclosure of
information generated by a federal laboratory or agency through the Freedom of
Information Act. An important exception to this policy of disclosure is created by the
National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act, which authorizes laboratories to
withhold from disclosure certain categories of information relating to Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) under the Federal Technology
Transfer Act of 1986 (FITA) for up to five years.

Dedication to the Public•. Another option under some circumstances is dedication to the
public. This is the deliberate destruction of an invention's patentability by disclosing it
through publication, public use, or a Statutory Invention Registration. (A Statutory
Invention Registration, or SIR, is issued by the Patent and Trademark Office. An
application for a SIR must disclose the same information about an invention that a
patent application would, but need not meet the requirement of novelty, non-obviousness
and utility. As a result, a SIR can be issued much faster than a patent.) To be effective,
a disclosure must describe the invention as fully as a patent would and must occur before
anyone else independently makes the invention. If someone has already filed a patent
application - or, under the U.S. "grace period", someone files within one year after the
"dedication": and can show that he or she made the invention before it occurred - a
valid patent on the invention could still be obtained. Dedication to the public is
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appropriate when the exclusive rights to an invention that might be secured through
patenting have no commercial value.8

IV. liCENSING

...................... Baclijrouiill·····The pateniliig·iiiid··liceilSingof·invel1tiuDS madebyfederal-empleyees-as ~..................

well as the recipients of federal funding is authorized by U.S. patent law and regulations.
Congress legislated a preference for patenting when it enacted the Patent and
Trademark Act Amendments of 1980.

It is the policy and objective of the Congress to use the patent system to promote
the utilization of inventions arising from federally supported research or
development ... to ensure that the Government obtains sufficient rights in
federally supported inventions to meet the needs of the Government and protect
the public against nonuse or unreasonable use of inventions '"

For federal research laboratories, the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA)
further authorizes the sharing of royalty revenues with inventors and the retention of
royalties at the agency level for various purposes related to enhancing technology
transfer activities. The FTTA strongly encourages agencies to transfer commercially
applicable technology through patenting and licensing, although this is not mandatory.

Ucensina Process of the Federal Goyernment. The licensing rules applicable to all
government inventions are set forth in the patent law at Title 35, United States Code
Sections 200-212 and implementing regulations of the Department of Commerce at
Volume 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 404. Pending patent applications also are
routinely licensed by Government as wellas industry and academia. although enforceable
patent rights do not exist until a patent is actually issued by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. Because patents grant limited rights (see Section ill), a patent
license agreement cannot grant rights to use or sell a product where regulatory approval
(e.g., from the FDA) is legally required; the license merely is a promise by a licensor not
to sue a licensee for patent infringement.

Typically, the licensing of Govemment inventions is pursued by the involved federal
agencies shortly after the filing of a patent application. Inventions that are available for
licensing typically are identified through notices published in the Federal Register to
invite the filing of license applications by prospective licensees. H an-agency
contemplates licensing an invention exclusively, a notice of that intention must also be
published in the Federal Register. Applicants for license are required by law to submit

8 See, for example, section 650.10, "Unwanted Inventions" of the National Science
Foundations" "Patents" regulation, 45 CFR 650.10.
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Licensin& Process in Academia. The negotiation process utilized in academia is very
similar to that of Government agencies because the kinds of terms to be negotiated are
generally very similar. However, the competitive aspect and public notice requirements
that pertain to licensing as described above do not apply to universities. Some
universities have their own procedures about selecting licensees, particularly when
companies founded by their own faculty pursue license rights. Often, universities
promise invention rights to their research sponsors for applicable studies.

Federal law does require that the Government retain a nonexclusive, paid-up license to
practice (or have practiced) any invention made with Government funding. This applies

.whether the invention is made by Government employees or grantees. The domestic
production requirement discussed above also applies to licensing by grantees.

Exclusive vs. Nonexclusive Licensin&. For the licensing of any given invention, the
exclusivity of available rights falls along a continuum ranging from nonexclusive to semi
exclusive to exclusive. Government agencies and academic licensing offices have the
legal flexibility to provide through licensing the degree of exclusivity needed to facilitate
the development of particular products. The paramount consideration in determining
the degree of licensing exclusivity is the encouragement of product development.
However, obligations to partners in Cooperative Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs) pursuant to the FITA (at Government agencies) or to research sponsors (at
universities) may preempt a more open approach to licensing.

Nonexclusive licensing typically is appropriate for very basic and enabling technology,
such as certain types of materials having many different commercial uses or general
laboratory techniques. Semi-exclusive licensing, in which a few licensees share patent
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rights, becomes appropriate when there are larger markets, lower developmental costs,
and less overall risk. Exclusive licensing is appropriate when it is determined that
nonexclusive licensing will not lead to expeditious product development.

..._JsSij!(§of ScQP£. The scope of rights that can be licensed also lies along a continuum for
....... -any..particularinyeiiij.QJ:1,:Biglj~]Q~()JJ1!"~r~~~~:all'l.l!i~S~[be-gzlUiteet0rmorte=·· ~_.=..~.. =.. ====c

limited rights to a family of diagnostic or therapeutic: products Iriigljt be licensel!;ot'
perhaps only the rights to commercialize a specific product for a specific use. Rights
may also be divided by geographic territories.

A family of uses itself can be of variable scope and might include, in the case of medical
products, for example, all cancer therapeutics or all solid tumor anticancer therapeutics.
Decisions about the appropriate scope of rights generally are made after consideration of
factual data about various factors, including market size and affected patient population.

Royalty Rates. Royalties also fall along a continuum ranging from no Charge in cases
where patents effectively are dedicated to the public, to a cost recoveiy level that would
recoup patenting and administrative costs, to market rates. Most Government agencies
and universities have adopted a model system for which royalty rates generally fall within
a range of about 050/0-6% of product sales, depending on the extent to which the
Government or university scientists have developed a product-i.e., from basic research
through some development or prototyping stages--before it is licensed.

Procedural Issues. Various standard licensing provisions and practices may be modified
to facilitate the transfer of specific types of inventions. For example, minimum notice
provisions can be expanded where extra concern exists about increasing disclosures of
licensing opportunities.

V. THE FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER LAWS AND TIIEIR
IMPLEMENTATION AT VARIOUS FEDERAL AGENCIES

Mechanisms for Technology Transfer. The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Transfer Act
(15 U.S.C. Section 3701-14), as amended by the Federal Technology Transfer Act of
1986 and the National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989, directs the
Federal Government to transfer federally owned or originated technology to State and
local governments and to the private sector, where appropriate. The Aet, which affects
only federally owned laboratories (Government-owned-contractor-operated and
Government-owned-government-operated facilities), authorizes a variety of mechanisms
designed to promote the transfer of technology to the marketplace, including
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) between federal labs
and non-federal entities; award programs for federal employee-inventors; and royalty
sharing with employee-inventors when agencies retain ownership of the inventions. It
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also directs agencies to allow their employees to patent inventions when the agencies do
not themselves patent or "otherwise promote commercialization" of those inventions.

The Stevenson-Wydler Act prescribes certain technology transfer activities requiring
...... ()ffices of Research and Technology Applications at each federal laboratory over a

............ . certainsize.aJiil~~Y1l:Jlj!1:@gtli~F~deralta.~oratOI'Y"~~~for='feclmology . .. .. ..
Transfer. Nevertheless, technologytrliDsfer activities do vary from agency to agency ···········.w......
because of differing structures and missions.

A~nc;y Activities. The Department of Agriculture has a long history of developing farm
related technology and disseminating it to farmers, and its Agricultural Research and
Forest Services have entered into about 250 CRADAs since the Federal Technology
Transfer Act became law.

The Department of Commerce, through its National Institute of Standards and
Technology, regional Centers for the Transfer of Manufacturing Technology, and
Advanced Technology Program, carries out cooperative programs with industry in order
to speed innovation and accelerate the adoption of new technologies by U.S. companies.
It also sponsors conferences and seminars focusing on government-university-industry
partnerships and enters into CRADAs with private industry.

The Department of Energy, whose laboratories are operated by contractors in most cases
and by DOE in others, aggressively pursues and encourages technology transfer. Each
DOE laboratory has a Technology Transfer Office, and under authority provided in the
NCTTA, DOE uses CRADAs and other collaborative agreements to transfer technology
to the marketplace. In addition, DOE and DOE supported laboratories sponsor
conferences and seminars, and license technologies.

The Department of Health and Human Services, through the National Institutes of
Health, operates the world's largest biomedical research facility. It transfers all types of
biomedical and health-related research to the scientific community and to industry
through the publication of articles in scientific journals and the sharing of research
materials, as well as through licensing agreements and CRADAs. The Nlli Office of
Technology Transfer's licensing efforts include: promotion of technologies at conferences
and meetings; publication of an annual directory on technology transfer at Nlli; an on
line abstract of Public Health Service (PHS) technologies; and a database of companies
and their interest by technological field for direct marketing of PHS technologies to
industry.

Since the National Science Foundation is barred by its Organic Act from itself operating
any laboratories and the federally funded research and development centers it owns are
chiefly astronomical observatories, most NSF-originated technology comes from non
Government-owned laboratories, largely at colleges and universities.
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Like most federal agencies, the NSF allows its contractors and grantees to retain the
principal rights to inventions and other forms of intellectual property produced through
NSF-funded research. This treatment of inventions is required in awards to small
businesses and non-profit organizations, including universities, by the Bayh-Dole Act. A

. ... .. . .... .. Pre.~ijJential Memorandum issued in 1983 directs agencies to apply the policies of that
Ac:tto..allaw3idees.UiiI~s~ ..pt!<Ye1l,!e~]!!'lf!1i1'<>!l!I[~()l)}'statUte;PoIicies=directing~=·· =.=..=o==.~====
agencies to leave with the grantees the rights to softWare, dilta;and·oiliefCopyrlghtable······
material are stated in the Office of Management and BUdget circulars and the Federal
Acquisition Regulations. Allowing commercial rights to remain with the institutions or
individuals that performed the research assures that those with the greatest knowledge of
the technology have the maximum incentives to bring it into the marketplace.

VI. ISSUES AND QUESTIONS

As is often the case with any rapidly advancing field of science, genome research has
drawn (and will continue to draw) many new participants unfamiliar with pertinent laws
and practices; and it has produced (and will continue to produce) scientific discoveries
that do not fit neatly into existing molds. This document, in Sections IT-V, provides a
baseline of information about the existing means of protection of intellectual property
and current technology transfer practices. An understanding of these issues will form the
background for the public meeting to be held on May 21-22, 1992, in Washington, D.C.
The purpose of the public meeting is to involve all interested parties in identifying
science and technology transfer issues central to maintaining scientific advances in
genome research and promoting rapid application of new discoveries to commercial
development. In order to facilitate discussion at the public meeting, the GPWG has
identified some key issues and questions, as listed below.

A Genome Research

What impact, if any, would the Federal Government's use of the existing system
for the protection of intellectual property have on Federally funded genome
research, given applicable exemptions from infringement liability for non
commercial academic research (see Section ill)?

What, if any, consequences for scientific progress would result from the Federal
Government holding patents on key products of genome research? Would any
adverse consequences be ameliorated if Federal agencies adopted licensing
policies (e.g., nonexclusivity, limited scope, low royalties) for use of such patents
by researchers?

How would the impact of Government ownership of intellectual property rights on
Federally funded research differ depending on the level of research (e.g., basic
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research as compared to applied/development research); and depending on the
recipient (e.g., Government laboratory, grantee or contractor)?

- ...... _ ............. & ...~~ ••. __.... _ .................J...... "".............- _.~_--_~.,~t"

How would the impact of Government-owned intellectual property rights on
_ _.federallxJunded research differ depending on the genome being studied (e.g.,

·-bllman, .farm. aniniijJ,.gQpI!!!'J!l§.2r~(J~!!!!l~:~~:~~nt'''::~rl=: ...ft~:''....._.1.~.====
stage of research (e.g. extent of knowledge about the biologicaffi.ffiaioii of·gene···· ..,
sequences); and depending on the anticipated products of the research (e.g.,
molecules or whole organisms)?

B. Commercialization of the Products of Federally Funded Genome Research

. Sbould the policies which govern the ability of participants of Federally funded
research to seek patent protection on genome research be changed? Are there
any important circumstances that make Federally funded genome research
different from other Federally funded biological research? IT so, what are those
special circumstances and what impact would they have on the application of
Federal laws and policies relating to the transfer of Federally funded technologies
to the private sector?

To what extent might publication, patents (if granted), licensing, and other forms
of dissemination of the results of genome research at an early stage of discovery,
(e.g., gene sequences for which the biological functions are not yet determined),
provide incentives or disincentives to product development?

Following publication of sequence data would sufficient intellectual property
protection be available to stimulate product development?

What effect, if any, would result from the U.S. Federal Government owning
patents on DNA sequences, iii contrast to ownership by the private sector, foreign
and domestic, on the public interest (e.g., the rapid introduction of new, safe and
effective products at reasonable prices?)

What impact, if any, will ownership and use of intellectual property rights covering
inventions arising from genome research by the United States or foreign
governments have upon the willingness of U.S. companies to develop specific
products based upon or derived from such research?

Should patenting, licensing and technology transfer policies be uniform for all
recipients of Federal funding, whether they are Federal laboratories, contractors
or grantees?
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c. Collaboration

What impact, if any, might the Federal Government's use of the intellectual
property protection system have on data and resource sharing both nationally and

jllte_I'll~tionally?

Wh~t';;p~ct:jf~y:mrght~the~decision"onheD:S:GOvemmenrtoseeKpatenf ..... .... ..
protection for gene sequences have on genome research partners and practices in
other countries?

How can both dissemination of research results and the encouragement of
. product development be facilitated on an international scale?
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categories of federal funding-basic re
search. applied research. and develop
ment-e-there has been a marked shift in
relative priorities over a relatively short
period of time. Basic research has gone
from the smallest fraction of nondefen ...e
R&D to the largest. with a jump in
share from 27 to 38 percent. At the same
time. development funding ha... dropped
from a 42 percent share to '27 percent.
(Data in Fig. I focus on nondefen -,c
R&D. Unlike other areas of technolo
gy. the government is the sole customer
of defense-related R&D: development
costs cannot be shifted to the private
sector. )

A look at basic research obligation ..
(Fig. :!) shows that federal support for

include the most recent budget proposals
and which are corrected for inflation so
that they reveal true purchasing power of
R&D funds. The overall trend of non
defense federal R&D obligations IFig.
I) clearly shows. for the period of 4
years. a strong emphasis on basic re
search as well as a concomitant reduc
tion of government support for demon-

. stration. development. and applied reo
search projects that are, considered to
more appropriate for the private sector.
This is consistent with the Administra
tion's stated objective of clarifying pub
lic and private sector responsibilities for
funding R&D. In particular, substantial
reductions were made in,energy-related
demonstration projects.

The result is that among the three

G. A. Keyworth. II

Second. strung support for basic re
search permits U.S. scientists and engi
neers to challenge intellectual frontiers
in the most important fields of science
and technology. That provides the new
knowledge that drives our economic
growth. improves our quality of life. and
underlies our national defense.

And third. well-chosen basic research
projects can stimulate productive part
nerships between scientists and engi
neers in all sectors of society-s-partner
ships that are increasingly vital to'devel·
opment of new technologies that will
keep American industry competitive
with improving foreign industries and
will speed the application of new knowl
edge to our increasingly technological
defense needs.

What. then. does the 4-year record of
R&D programs show'! HO\\ successful
has the Administration been in carrying
out its stated objectives. 'and what have
been the implications for science and
technology in the United States'!

It is possible to get a general answer to
the first part of that question by looking
at the way in which the Administration
allocated R&D resources during those
4 years-and the way the allocations
differ from previous patterns.

Four Years of Reagan Science
Policy: Notable Shifts in Priorities

Importance of Basic Research

First. research grants to universities.
where the majority of the basic research
is done. permit the training of tens of
thousands of graduate students under
some of the most demanding and stimu
lating research conditions anywhere.
This new talent will be responsible for
maintaining American technological
leadership in coming years.

The presentation in February 1984 of
the President's proposed programs for
research and development in fiscal year.
1985 marked the fourth R&D budget of
the Reagan Administration. From its ear
ly days. the Administration had repeat
edly stated its intention to develop and
implement a new science and technology
policy. one developed not so much in
response to the needs of the science
community as in response to the broader Summary. Administration priorities for federal support of nondefense research and
needs of the nation. It also stated its development emphasize basic research and the concomitant training of students. In 4
intention to reorder the priorities among years basic research has moved from the smallest to the largest component in
the kinds of R&D funded by the gov- nondefense R&D expenditures. and basic research specifically to universities has
ernment, more clearly delineating the grown by 26 percent in real terms during that period. New programs for fiscal year
responsibiliti~.~ .... of .?()v~~.~~ne2!...~.2<! ..t!Je.c.=lll.§P•.E\QJPb"sjze.engineering.educalion.and.researchraswell..aS·itnprbvetj·ififerac'·····-

"'Pfivate'Sf'ctor;-' 7-'--"="-'--'"--=='-''' . tions between universities. federal laboratories. and industry.
Perhaps the most important element of

policy that emerged from those reassess
ments was a renewed-and considerably
strengthened-commitment .to federal
support for basic research. Not only is
basic research an essential investment in
the nation's long-term welfare. but it is
largely a federal responsibility because
its benefits are so broadly distributed.
Quite simply ~ basic research is a vital
underpinning for our national well-being.
There are three reasons for that.



The Need for Technical Talent10.000basic research for the five largest R&D
funding agencies has grown since 1978
(in constant dollars). All five agencies- _ Without hesitation I would assign
the National Institutes of Health. the ! 0.000 highest priority to stimulating and nur-
National Science Foundation (NSF). the ! turing technical talent. During the past
Department of Energy (DOE), the De- i several years I have heard from hun-
partrnent of Defense (DOD), and the &0.000. dreds of our n~ion·s industrial and uni-
National Aeronautics and Space Admin- e..,e'••••rch versity leaders. and almost to a person
istration-demonstrate strong and con- they echo that priority. Now. especially
sistent growth in basic research obliga- 4.00,°"78 li&O 1882 UI84 as the economy has resumed strong
lions. and in four instances that growth F,.cal ~"t growth. industries that depend on techni-
follows levelor even declining real bud- Fig. 1. Federal R&D obligations tnonde- cal talent are feeling the pinch. In many J

=,,,,;,,;;;,:""=''''''=~'''gets''''in''the'''4'.;years·';preceding-;i·1982:''';0''';'''·A~;p?'.W;Jensel,jR~~_onstant;sl98l"dollars"A.s()~rce.;~.ofM;';G:;of""the"',fast.;.growing".fieldS---lhe~one.s4hat."""'0';"~""""";""';;f;c

"-''';'''"''~';"'-'''''-;"''""'''';'''~-~''''';''-Figure';3;--iIlu'strat'es"how"the"'increases,-~""~Jl£,~,,,~L.,~l::,!~~I].f'~c-';~!H;1"J);£,!l,n9.!QgYJ?QJ1C;Y"Jft:Q_m"""""'create'-,new"jobs",-,and""-'products'"for--:-,e-x-,~"~~,,'-'''=''-'''''-~'''',,''
.. . . . Special Anaivsis K: Research and De,·et(Jp~. .
m baSIC research are affecting uruversi- ment, the Budget of the United States Gcw- port-there simply are not enough really
ties and colleges. Here the result of the ernment. Office of Management and Budget. good people to go around.
science policy is even more pronounced. Washington. D.C.. February 198.$)] We face problems of both numbers
Although it is not shown. we could trace and quality. We face problems that
a consistent decline in basic research threaten to put a brake on the ability of
funding for universities back to J968. and university research. This kind of support our· economy to continue to grow. For
where the data pick up we see that there is the most important element of the instance. in recent years there has been a
was essentially no growth from 1979 to budget in continuing on the path to re- pervasive and serious shortage of univer-
1981. However. from the fiscal 1981 bud- storing the health and vitality of our sity faculty in engineering. computer sci
get to that proposed for 1985. this sup- nation's universities. ences, and some of the physical sci-
port for universities grows by 26 per- As ] have mentioned. there are three ences. These shortages have created bot-
cent-again. in real terms. The full im- broad goals embodied in our programs tIenecks in our ability to produce-the
pacts of these increases have not yet for science and technology. These relate kinds of technical talent most needed by
been felt on the campuses because the to ensuring the continuing supply of growing U.S. industries.
actual appropriations lag considerably bright new technical talent to meet na- For that reason I think.that one of the
behind the fiscal year budget proposals. tional needs. to selecting the most irnpor- really exciting programs approved for
For the most part we are only now tant and most relevant fields of R&D to fiscal year 1984was the National Science
beginning to feel the-effects of the steep- pursue and then pursuing them as well as Foundation's Presidential-Young Inves-
er parts of those curves. we possibly can. and to stimulating new tigator Awards. This program helps uni-

Moreover. the true impacts on univer- and productive partnerships that span versities attract and retain outstanding
sities of federal funding are even greater the range of people and organizations young Ph.Dv's who might otherwise pur-
because so much university research conducting R&D. sue nonteaching careers. It does so by I :

draws on federal investment in special To help explain the kinds of specific generously funding research of faculty I i
centralized facilities. Substantial amounts activities that we are proposing to near the beginning of their academic t i
of the funds that go to federal and nation- achieve those goals. I want to describe careers. . I
al laboratories actually support universi- just a few of the initiatives proposed in The first 200 awards were made in • !

","",-~.""-=,~-o;c--=",,c"'-"'ly"re-search"in"physic-s.-'astronomy'.-"male-~~"",,,,"fiseab·,,,year=1-98$:.~=;;E-ach=illuslr-ate.s,·",,our"'=,"'Eebruary"',1984",_-_-and,,,NSE,,,i-s,,prepafing""to=,,,=,=;='":""",,~l
rials sciences. and space sciences. Thus. determination to retain U.S. scientific award 200 more in 1985. Each recipient i
as I have been pointing out for as long as and technical leadership in the fields that is eligible for 5 years of support at up to . i
I have been in Washington. during the we believe are most important. $100,000 per year in a combination of : !
Reagan Administration we have seen the federal and industrial funds. It is expect-
strongest support for basic research in 20 ed that 200 new investigators will be
years. 2.500 NIH named each year. resulting after 5 years

Some highlights of the President's pro- in a projected continuing total of IO{){)
posed fiscal year 1985 R&D budget are active awards. Moreover, this program
shown in Table 1. Total federal R&D 2.000 is flexible -and able to respond 10 obvious
will amount to $53 billion. an increase of ";; shortages. Thus. more than three-quat-
14 percent from 1984. During the 4 years ~ ters of the first awards went to young
of the Reagan Administration federal .; 1.500 faculty in engineering and the physical
funds for R&D have increased by 52 ~ sciences.
percent. The largest increases for next g ~~~ Part of the intent of this program is to
year, 22 percent. will be for defense 1.000 attract faculty in fields where shortages
R&D. with the next largest component ~ ~~~~A limit our ability to meet the growing
-~:_- 0- ,L~_: ~ __ L C": Inot L __ :_ - A"" .,. A'" hu ""f"rl.",,,,,,,, f r tr<>;n;nD II i ..
e:Vl11l; tV Ud:loll.. 11;;:lo1;;<1I ... II. JIII ... I:' 1701 Ud:'ll'" ~ u " uJ ", ........... J ~.~......e. _. u.

500~ , !.

research has grown by 55 percent to a 1978 1920 1982 1984 what might be termed a first-order solu-
new high of S7.9 billion. More than half Fiscal year tion to an obvious problem. But there is
of that support will go to universities. Fig. 2. Basic research obligations in constant much more that we can and must do. It is

As in previous years. we are .applying 1983 dollars. {Source: Office of Science and ironic that although the United States
the increases in basic research funds Technology Policy (from Spec-ill!Analysis K: has the world's greatest research institu-
selectivelv to fields and projects showing Rut!s.eadrc

S"
and DGt!\'elopmem'o,lfli,e BUdr"Mt:t f!ftlu' tions and the most advanced industrial

'. . • nUt: tates O\·ernment. ce 0 ~mage- . .
strong opportunity and excitement. With ment and Budget. Washington. D.C.. Febru- capacity. we Simply have not developed
high priority continuing to go to support ary J9841) effective linkages between them. We are
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55
46

63

52
107

1981
t985

Change ('k)

14

10
5

14
22

1984
19851985

54.4

553.1
534.1

5 7.9
535

1984

5 3.9

5 7.2
5 3.3

546.7
528.1

Instrumentation and Supercomputers

1983

5 3.4

5395
523.2

5 6.4
5 3.0

Fiscal year budgets
(billionsof dollars)

1982

537.6
520.9

5 3.0

5 5.4
5 2.4

Table J. Federal R&D obligations.

1981

S 2.7

5 5.1
S 2.4

535.0
5165

Category

4.000

Total federal R&D
Total defense R&D
Basic research

Total
Agencies supporting

life sciences
Agencies supporting

physical sciences
and engineering

now intensifying our efforts to do just
that.

Both the academic and industrial com- (Elhm.t_d) I Because the instrumentation problem
munities have voiced growing concern 3,500 I underlies virtually all basic research at
about the kind of training we are provid- I universities. we have adopted a policy of
jog for our engineering undergraduates- : building support-in large part for new
the vast majority of whom expect to 3.000 1 instrumentation and equipment directly
enter industry. We are in the midst of a I into project grants. Across all R&D
revolution in the way engineers work 2.500 ! agencies. the federal government c ....,
and the way modern industry operates. 1878 Hl8D 11182 Hle4 peers to provide more than $400 million
Th lution j . F•• e.ly••r I· 5' h· .
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'uddesigner aifd blurrin'g aisiinClions-·be~---h--ties~~and""COlleBI.'!S"jn~'''~01istiint ~J983'~'aonais~' m, e-~gineers."This amount. while substan-
. . . [Source: Office of SCience and Technology . .

tween disciplines. Policy (from Special Analvsis K: Research tial, falls far short of the estimated
Few universities. however. are able to and Development, the Budget of the United needs. But those needs are the result of

prepare their students to operate in that Slates Government, Office of Management an extended period of underinvestmeni
new environment. This is not really their and Budget. Washington. D.c.. 1984)] in university research instrumentation.
fault. hut reflects a combination ofa lack and the problem cannot be solved all at
of modern equipment and overburdened with industrial affiliates. take a giant step once. Keeping up with new technology
faculty who are struggling just to keep up in how they educate engineers. I believe must be a continuing process. and we
with teaching demands. We see several that in the next few years we are going to intend to provide these substantial sums
hopeful signs that promise to help them see substantial and overdue changes in of money on a continuing basis.
overcome those limitations. In particu- the way we approach academic engineer- Our preference for including much of
lar, industry is helping universities plan ing and that these. centers are onlythe that support. as partofactual··research",.
for the kinds of working environments first of many innovations. grants rather than as separate instrurnen-
that new graduates will enter. At the I emphasize that virtually every step tation programs is to emphasize that
same time. industry-with virtually no being considered for improving the engi- instrumentation is as much a part of
strings attached-is helping many neering schools is being taken in cooper- modern research as any other expense:
schools directly by funding new pro- ation with industry. The new federal to permit instrumentation to be tied
grams and providing modern equipment programs all encourage more productive closely to highest priority research pro-
for student use. Certainly. events in the interaction between industry and the uni- grams: and to give researchers as much
past year suggest the dawning of a new versities-and both should benefit. discretion as possible in deciding how
age of enlightenment for engineering One important point is that these engi- best to allocate research funds.
education. neering centers will continue to require 1 would include one other specialized

The federal government clearly has a strong disciplinary research programs kind of equipment in any discussion of
key role in this transformation. The na- conducted in parallel in the universities. development of talent in universities.
tion is going to rely heavily on new The hope would be that faculty and and that is supercomputers. It is simply
generations of engineers for its industrial students would move freely back and imperative for our academic research

~~d .~~.~~o~ic,. heah~ .....Be.~~.~s.e __ ~~.'- ~h~, __ .... ,'~~~.~ ..,.~.e:t~~:e,~2, .. t~.e ~.~,~;~.~~,~.~~,.",~p,~~!,?,~f<:lf!l~:~.,p,j~.x ... I~El.Il,tS,,~~~.,~,~g~~i,~I!y.~.t.,~.~
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industry must operate. we have to help that the centers are being started. for with state of the art computing tools.
our universities provide the best training example. NSF has also requested a 22 There are three main reasons for em-
possible. percent increase in funds for engineering phasizing the importance of these com-

For the past 6 months the Ollice of research. The purpose of that growth is puting tools. One is the direct benefit to
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). not necessarily to permit more research frontier research: supercomputers offer
industry groups. the National Academy projects. but to permit the best ones to the best known way to attack many
of Engineering. and NSF have been be more productive by funding larger large-scale science and engineering prcb-
looking very hard at this problem. We groups of investigators and by under- lems. a way to model complex physical
have been looking particularly at the writing the purchase of equipment and interactions. Second is the opportunity
broad areas of design and manufacturing instrumentation. for young scientists and engineers to
because those are critical processes to
master in converting knowledge-c-which
the U.S. research establishment pro
duces in prodigious quantities-into
products. What is emerging from this
collaboration is a proposal for a new
program at NSF in J985 to create univer
sity centers for cross-disciplinary re
search in engineering.

The intent of such an ambitious pro
gram is to develop a body of knowledge
to guide engineers in integrating different
disciplines to work on problems of both
national and industrial importance. At
the same time it will help the universi
ties. working closely and continuously



The Pursuit of Excellence

1985 Partnerships with Industry

The third goal of science policy. stimu
lating oartnerships among scientists and
engineers in universities. federal labora
tories. and industry. reflects the pressing
need to improve the transfer and applica
tion of new knowledge to national needs.
particularly in industry. There has been
some real progress in the past few years
in improving these interactions. not so
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per, and a variety of Spacelab science Leapfrog Technologies from the science community. and it may
programs. The United States has em- tum out that the OSTP brokers role will
barked on an incredibly promising and One other example. still in the very be short-lived. Indeed. it would be disas-
balanced space science program, one early stages. suggests yet another kind of trous for Washington to become a per-
that will not be compromised by the potential for making bener use of the manent element in what has to he direct
manned space efforts but that will. in federal laboratories. The President's collaboration among working scientists
fact, complement them. We are all aware Commission. on .Industrial ·Competitive. and engineers. The sooner we step out of
of the lesson of the impact of the Shuttle ness. formed about 6 months ago. is a the process the better,
program on space sciences in the group or mostly private sector leaders There is one additional point to em-
1970's-and we are not about to see that who are looking at ways to strengthen phasize. The initiative for this effort
happen again. U.S. industry. One of the concerns that comes from the steel industry-from the

.<"•••<•••••~••During..the••.past..year,•.•we••also•.400km•.surfaced••early.·.;rHheir··discussions···waS"'··people··who·krtow·th,,·ptOblem~·Mjlf·t[f,,~·m ••,.~•••~m.!
important-steps-aoward-rnaking .. better•. the -obvious-plight-of-what-are calledthe···chargedwith..firtlfiillfsO!iIli(fns·thaf'meer-..·····................ '
use of the nation's federal laboratories in basic industries-c-or the smokestack in- economic tests. For any industry that
meeting national needs. In light of the dustries. might benefit from leapfrog technolo-
amount ofR & D done there-more than One commission member. the chair- gies, the first step in each case is for the
one sixth of the total public and private man of a major steel company. made it industry itself to define its needs and
sector R&D-it should be obvious that clear that the future of his industry in then to cast a wide net for some new
they should be expected to contribute to America. which has been losing its com- perspectives to apply to recalcitrant
our attempts to rejuvenate American in- petitive advantage to foreign producers, problems.
dustry and universities. In July 1983Da- was going to rise or fall in the long term
vid Packard. on behalf of the White on its ability to achieve substantial in-
House Science Council. presented the creases in productivity through the appli- Importance of Consistency
results of a yearlong review of the feder- cation of what he calls "leapfrog tech·. .
allaboratories to the President. Follow- nology"-a new technological genera- The various examples of new activities
ing that. the President instructed OSTP tion in steel manufacturing. in science and technology are intended
and the Office of Management and Bud- Whether such leapfrog technologies to convey the directions and emphases in
get to lead an interagency effort to work can be developed is an open question. a federal policy that underwent some
on ways to implement the recommenda- The steel companies. through their re- important changes in 1981. The projects
lions. He also asked for a progress report search arm. have been working among cited are hardly meant to encompass all
by I July 1984. themselves and with university research- the imponant new projects for fiscal year

The Packard panel had concluded that ers on just what might be possible and 1985 but rather to illustrate some of the
the nation could derive far more benefit practical. What struck several of the concrete ways in which policy becomes
from the federal laboratories. and,it rec- public sector representatives was that reality.
ommended changes' in five major areas the people working the problem were Above all. I believe that it is critical to
to help improve their effectiveness. either largely unaware of the kinds of be aware of the need for consistency in
Briefly. the panel called for clearer mis- technical expertise in the national labo- any policy for science. By their nature.
sions. for changes in personnel systems ratories. or they assumed that such ex- science and technology demand long-
to attract and retain top technical talent. pertise was not available to them. In term planning and preparation. starting,

="'c!,,=0for~m()re::,Stable-Jllnding~and""more.:auton~:,o,,'"'""either-c:case.-_~we,-have:::taken:;steps::to:"cor..''C''";"'earlyc'in-,:the"e"ducali-onal"proces"s"and"-ex;;::=''''''c",,,.=0"'''0":,,,,,-,,1
orny for the laboratories in managing rect that perception. tending into the maturing of young re-
their research. and for broader interac- The steel industry's problems are irn- searchers and their integration into the
tions between the laboratories and other portant far beyond the industry itself. research. academic. or industrial com-
public and private sector R&D organi- and not only because of the strategic and munities. Major facilities may take a
zations. economic impacts of a healthy steel in- decade to develop and may be used for

The Administration's plan last year to dustry. In fact. steel is only one of sever- decades more.
pioneer a new kind of industry-universi- al industries facing similar. almost gener- The planning cycles for the world of
ty-federal laboratory interaction through ic problems. The OSTP has taken this science and technology are far longer
establishment of a broadly based materi- opportunity to serve as a kind of mar- than the turnaround times in the political
als research center at Lawrence Berke- riage broker' between the industry and arena. and one of the most serious detri-
ley Laboratory was an early indication of the federal laboratories. and research ments to good science is what is called
the kinds of actions the panel anticipat- directors at the major steel companies roller-coaster funding. Those of us who
ed. During the past year the plans for the have shown great willingness to work accept the responsibility for charting the
Center for Advanced Materials have together on common problems in R&D. course for government programs in sci-
benefited from thoughtful review and We are determined that their willingness ence and technology must also accept
recommendations from the materials sci- to seek new ways to rejuvenate industri·· the responsibility for clearly articulat
ence community. recommendations that al R&D win be matched by a willing- ing-c-and sticking to-e-basic principles
are being implemented. The original ob- ness in the public sector to try to help for guidance. I see this consistency as a
jectives for the center are unchanged-a steelmaking prepare for the 21st century. major element of science policy. an ele-
place to bring together a range of rnateri- It was quickly obvious that these ment that I hope the Administration.
als and other scientists from all sectors R&D problems being posed by the -in· Congress. the science community. and
to work on problems of fundamental dustry were interesting and important the public will be able to maintain in
importance to future technology. enough to elicit enthusiastic responses coming years.
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THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much. Thank you. And
thank you, Jim Beggs.

I'm a little self-conscious right now about arriving
in kind of an old-fashioned way, ina helicopter. And after what
I've seen here, I'm even more self-conscious about the fact that
I'm a captain of the horse cavalry. (Lau9'hter~)

But I'm delighted to be with you today and to have this
chance to say congratulations on this morning's lift-off of the
Discovery mission. I'm honored to meet all of you who are making
this great adventure happen. You've sparked the dreams andimagi
nation of the nation -- from the youngest boys and girls in class
rooms across our country to individuals like myself who are approach
ing the outer limits of their middle-age years. (Laughter.)

You go quietly about your work, far removed from the
glare and the gloss and the glitter of pUblic spotlights. But what
you do is important. You're expanding our wealth of knowledge, and
with that knowledge, you're fueling a mighty tide of progress, "

',c""uccc=,ccccarryi:rrg='tl1e,cho15Ef c'of,can'=optYtni'stfc=:fut'ur'e",cfoiF'peopreclferee"'anacoevery"'c,c",==ccc=='1
~ere. I

Yours is the work of a true revolution; not a revolution
poisoned by hatred and violence and the will to conquer, but one
that's rising from the deepest yearnings of the human spirit to
challenge the limits of knowledge and to put the power of discovery
at the service of our most noble and generous impulses for decency,
progress, and, yes, for peace.

Today, on behalf,of a greatful nation, I salute you and
your colleagues in private enterprise and the academic world. You're
the heroes of high-tech; the pulse of America's technological power;
the champions of a confident people whose faith and courage are
pushing America up and out to a world of wonders for us, our children,
and our children's children.

The space age is barely a quarter of a century old, but
already we have taken giant steps for all mankind. And our progress
is a tribute to American teamwork and excellence. We can be proud
that we're first, we're the best, and we are so because we are free.

MORE
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There's nothing that the United States of America cannot
accomplish, if the doubting Thomases would just stand aside and get
out of our way. In a single generation, we've freed ourselves from the
bounds of earth; we've set our footprints on the surface of the moon;
we've used our instruments to explore space, the sun and our sister
planets; and our space shuttle provides the first reusable space

~""'",m""J;!:,!'!!l§,pg!:,t!,!j;j"Q!l",!n~J?j;em,,,,;tQ,;J;~,;J;'J;~§,!'Lg,;J:;gJ:l""m,gP,ID!!lceJ;gj",!!J"i)~jlj;,iQn""Q~",'§ltg£g"""""g!l,!1"""",~~",,,,,,,,,,_,,:
"",,,,,,,,,,,scientific,,,exple,ra,tie,n,. " ",,'"" ""'''""""""m,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,''

Meeting these great challenges has given us benefits far
more valuable than our original investments. It has proven wrong those
dreary souls that lacked the vision to support your efforts. With their
pessimism, America could never have gotten off the ground. with your
space shuttle, we have again and again.

And I'm convinced your success confirms a vision that
we share: an America unafraid, reaching into space with courage and
leadership, will be an America unsurpassed. We have it within our
power to create a bounty of new jobs, technologies and medical break
throughs surpassing anything we've ever dreamed before or imagined.

We already benefit daily from a modern revolution in
worldwide communications. We can communicate with each other at a
moment's notice, virtually anywhere on the globe. We can anticipate
tommorrow's weather and prepare for it. ' Our space shuttle system
provides access to space for science, technology, communications and
national security.

Only a few weeks ago, we watched the Olympics on television,
sharing excitement with people allover the world. 1 can remember, and
believe me it doesn't seem long ago, when we lived in the horse-and- !

buggy days of television. We couldn't see a breaking event on the other j
""~""",",s,i,de,"of~,the""wor"ld""un,t"il,"the,,,foilIn,Mas,""shi'Pped",here""",But'T",toda~{F"thanks"",=","=,,,=,,"!

to your research and development work, we have modern communications
satellites beaming crystal-clear telecasts worldwide.

Another quiet revolution in technology has also been
driven, in part, by the rigors of our space program. New materials
from plentiful natural resources like carbon and silicon are taking
the place of expensive metals in virtually all manufactured products.
Our automobile engineers in Detroit are using lightweight, superstrong,
plastic-like materials to reduce the weight of modern cars -- and
consumers are getting the benefits in the form of more miles to the
gallon.

Computers using microchips are constantly redefining our
world as they become smaller, more powerful, and less expensive. Those
chips are the heart of inexpensive electronic calculators now common
place in the workplace, community and classroom. sometimes these
technological changes take place so gracefully over time that we hardly
notice them. Today, our children have access to more computer power
than most professional scientists and engineers had in their laboratories
at the beginning of the space age.

MORE
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Dr. Robert Jastrow, Chairman of the First N~SA Lunar
Exploration committee, predicted nearly two years ago that the
computer industry would double in size by 1986, becoming ~~erica's

biggest business. Already, tens of thousands of practical applica
tions of space and aeronautical technology are touching our lives.
I've just seen an exhibit here with a vast array of new products
from life-saving vests for firemen to sophisticated aerial~scanning

techniques to locate and identify everything from schools of fish
to mineral deposits to healthy timberland.

-'""CP2",,8222w:rtn"'a2211'ili1)a:il:l"~q;::~2r~t:~~§:~!i;c~i:6*~::b~~ikE*~~~~h::f~:~~~~~~~;~::::::::=::::::2::::
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The" procedure called cAT scanning uses a computer to compile a clear
picture from X-rays taken at different angles, often pemitting
patients to avoid the risks and discomforts of surgery. CAT scanning
has corne a lifesaver in detecting diseases of the brain and other
vital organs.

The pioneer field of computer-controlled walking has
given hope to thousands of paralyzed Americans that, someday, they
may walk again.

The widespread use of sound waves allows doctors to
avoid potentially hamful use of X-rays. Using sound waves to monitor
the progress of babies inside the womb pemits earlier diagnosis of
problems, a safer pregnancy and delivery for the mother, and better
health for the baby.

H.T.S., for Human Tissue Simulator, sends electrical
impulses through wire leads to targeted nerve centers, or particular
areas of the brain, providing relief from pain and stopping unwanted
involuntary motion. I'm happy to point out that H.T.S. was sponsored
by the Goddard Space Center. "

I've also been shown a hand-held X-ray machine and the
Programmable Implantable Medication System called PIMS that administers

="~~2"=2=IIlE!"9:i..¢ilct:i,Ql:l,,,automa:tic<ill,~Lcwithin2'2thec2bod¥T'~="C="2="='~"'''CC''2''"""" u "cC"2'''C''C'''2''2'''=='2'''''====''='
It would be difficult to put a pricetag on the value

of these human benefits. Even more dazzling opportunities lie
ahead, if only we have the faith and courage to keep pushing on.
Each technological breakthrough enables us to work from a new and
higher plateau. It opens the door to great leaps in productivity
which would have been considered unthinkable only a few decades
ago.

Permit me to suggest that the fraternity of pessimists,
who today insist strong growth will ignite high inflation,~relooking
at abstract statistics, theories and models, not the reality of a
changing world. They do not see that as we acquire more and more
knowledge from new technologies, we no longer move forward i]:1 inches
or feet. we begin to leap forward.

Working the zero-gravity environment of space, we can
manufacture in just one month's time lifesaving medicines that it
would take 30 years to manufacture on earth. And we can manufacture
crystals of exceptional purity that may enable us to produce super
computers and make even greater breakthroughs in productivity.
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Our vision is not an impossible dream, it's a waking
dream. As Americans, let us cUltivate the art of seeing things .
invisible. Only by challenging the limits of growth will we have the
strength and knowledge to make America a rocket of hope shooting
to the stars.

High technology is born from capital, and more capital
will require continued incentives for risktaj(illglllld:LllyestI11EllltJI1C>t:._... •...

~::::::::::::!~::::~:e:S~~~~~:;:::~?!rs:!!:·:!<?:il::r~r::~1:!I:ri[::g!~'E~]:;:::::J~~::§:m?Ji[[t::.1l:.{911::I[.£.Jl;::~:::::::::=:::::: ..:
. .. not h1gll taxes. T~e federal government must constantly endeavor

to stren then 'vate economy, while supporting research and
development, particularl in un1verS1 1es, . omorrow s
1n us r1a an academic sC1entists an eng1neers.

Our agenda for excellence in education at the elementary
and secondary school level is also crucial, so students, like those
I met at Jefferson Junior High School on Monday, can acquire the
knowledge to enter universities and, one day, step into these vital
positions of leadership and responsibility.

tween 1981 and 1985 federal investment in basic
research will have increased almost 30 ercent in real terms.

n we W1 carry forward that strong commitment into the u ure.
We will also Cont1nue our sapport of tax credits for 1ndustr1al R&D
expenses; and we'll strive to lessen concerns that cooperative. R&D
between companies may violate antitrust statutes.

with the power of economic growth, and the courage
and determination of a free people, we can keep our number one
challenge in space -- to develop a permanently-manned space station,
and do it within a decade. From that space station, we can carry
out the kind of work in medicines and crystals I mentioned a moment
ago; we can conduct new research, explore the distant planets, and, .

•.•= •••••••ll:!;•..!.ll~.J'iglTl~ ••.t.iIJIt= ,.••~!l!.2.~.!$.•.th~"JG1l.§.;!;,..B.Q.t;.t=n;t:L.1l:l f9:1:=.e()I11I11§J:P..§.=:i,!1.••JHl.1l.eg = ••,. "
. . by easing tax laws and regulations which discriminate against

commercial ventures. And we'll be doing all these things for the
sake of a more peaceful and prosperous world.

America has always been greatest when we dared to be
great. We will be leaders in space because the American people
would rather reach for the stars than reach for excuses why we
shouldn't. And as American technology transforms the great black
night of spaee into a bright new world of opportunities, we can
use that knowledge to creat a new American Opportunity Society
here at home. We can ensure every person has not only an equal
chance, but a much greater chance to pursue the American dream.

MORE
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To do this, we must maintain and increase our older
industries' ability to compete in the world, stimulate creation
of sunrise industries, and meet the challenge of ensuring American
leadership and prosperity into the 21st century. Call me an
optimist, but I'm convinced thatif.Vledoaccep~~isc:hallenge"=,,,.

~'-""'P~,.,ppif,•.w~'ma*±·mi~e"rncen't±ve:·r·±Ilve'S'e·'fttrry':!fi"'tne:'neo/':'£'ercI1Il<J1()[2ers'7"":':"",,' .... :""..
,····,,····'and··stdvE!"··for·the·CJreator'ea'lCtHrougns·irl'procfuct:[vIty';' Ehel1;·yes;···_···· , ..

we can out-produce, out-compete, and out-sell the pants off any-
body, anywhere in the world.

We can build an America that offers productive, secure
job opportunities for all our fellow citizens, from assembly line
workers to research scientists in new industries such as biotech
nology, robotics, and information processing.

We can meet our goal of assuring adequate supplies of
affordable energy so that never again will the American people be
held h6stageby a foreign cartel.

We can apply new agriculture technologies to preserve our
soil and environment, and dramatically enhance productivity through
improvements in crop yields and resistance to disease and harsh
environments. We can enhance our world leadership in agricultural
production and in nutritional assistance to millions who look to
America for hope and for help.

If we're' to keep our economy healthy and strong, we need
to stay healthy and strong ourselves. Our success will depend on
each person's willingness to adopt healthy habits, our collective
ability to improve an already effective health care system, and our
cont i nued research .an~J?~CH1ee:I:.\\'?:r~ .... i,il: :tq~•.~j.,J;\gg,.•9.:E"•. m§.cl,.~<::.qJ.."teS:hn9J.=.......,.===,

"'=="='ogI'es'=y6U'Ye=U'EHie'I6'plRg rrgKtllere'~"Be'forethisdecade'is out, our
administration is committed to reducing significantly the death rate
for all age groups and to ensuring older Americans can live healthier,
longer, and more productive lives. We can and we must.

The dream of America is much more than who we are or what
we do. It is, above all, what we will be. We must always be the
new world; the world of discovery, the world that reveres the great
truths of its past, but that looks forward with unending faith to
the promise of the future. In my heart, I know we have that faith.
The dream lives on. America will remain future's child, the golden
hope for all mankind.

Thank you for welcoming me today and thank you for all
you do and thank you for your courage to dream great dreams. God
bless you all. (Applause.)

MORE
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MR. BEGGS: Mi. President, if we may offer, and present
a small token of apr appreciation for your coming here today.
know, on the last shuttle mission, we went up and repaired a

ite. And that satellite -- the Solar Maximum Mission Satelitte
~veloped here at Goddard, and indeed, the repairs were designed
$'V'e'xaped",Re:s:;eatG?ddard and they were installed with cooperation
:ne"'H'ous"ton:,'j,rrs'S];oft"'ContPADL""mA the Houston astronauts, of course.

'-----.e'~",;~"""""'·'=;~;r.~._"~;,~.~~_~,,~;,~,__~,~" , . ,~ ":~':::~'~.~w~:" o~:~~,"" :','0~~'-q3.~.~?J.~~'"!'~?~i"%~~M~'~v~'Jr':

It was a very successful""'mrss];6n;'and,w~:::~Qi:[~!~~':&~l'llether,&_""H"""",L
,valuable scientific satellite working again for several yeal:'s';""""""""""".,:I"'~'=:':'-"'H""
~model is a glass-blown model of that, showing the astronaut on his i"~"""'" ""',

>ut, and we hope that it will remind you many times, both of the I
: to Goddard, as well as the strong support that you nave given I
1is program and which we very much appreciate. And the encouragement I
you continue to offer -- we thank you for that very much. I

Since the model is fragile, we'll deliver it to the

MR. BEGGS: What do you do up there without a horse?

Office.

THE PRESIDENT:
~k you -- thank you very

Thank you very mucn.
much ,

(Applause, )

t.

i
i
I

',ughter. )

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you all very much. And now, as a
~tle girl told me in a letter a few years ago -- I'll get back to
e office and go to work. (Laughter.) (Applause.)

END 11:
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Senior Vice President - Corporate Research and Development
General Electric Company

AAAS Colloquium on R&D Policy
Shoreham Hotel

DC

About fiveyears ago you couldn't open a newsmagazine without reading a

title like "Vanishing Innovation" or "Has America Lost Its Edge?" or "I'he Declining

Power of American Innovation". Today you can't open those same magazines without

seeing the face of Steve Jobs of Apple, or Dan Filstra of Visicorp, or Nolan Bushnell

who founded Atari and has already moved on through two other ventures,': And when

people in foreign countries such as Adam Osborne of Britain or Jesse Awieda, who was

born in the Middle East, or H.P. Kwang of Korea get the urge to get in on the action

and start their own computer companies, where do they do it?

Japan? No. They come to America.

Do they move to
, :..

A lot is said these days about the changes and new initiatives needed in this

7=ccc7=7'7cc"COtfiilFy'gcRND'enterprise:'Welie'aralof'[DoufnowT!le"Japanese"andC~ermansao'Tt;'~'==""="'i

about the need for large federally funded, industrial R&D programs, the need to

unleash the national labs to perform R&D for industry, the need for new tax incentives

for industrial R&D and so on. All these represent changes in the .way we go about

pursuing technology development and industrial innovation.

But, before we rush off into new and untried approaches, we really need to

look at the fundamentals of the system that has worked so well for the U.S. in the

past. We need to make sure that these foundations are maintained in a healthy state,

and that any changes we make are built on them. In our preoccupation with foreign
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competition and our rush into new dimensions of R&D policy, we need to remind

ourselves of our own sources of competitive advantage, and our own indigenous

strengths.

We already possess the building blocks of a strong, national R&D strategy.

'%WC;C;'C;'%""'R",",""c;",c;:c;I:~!!~:~!!~,~~!i!<:f!<:f:!£::<>:J!:{:~!:!!J:~!~:~QH]:rli':r>l£CLj~i~:Q!i::~ftRilliS:illr~:tp.':g:;;n;;~te:'1;;:st:::::=:::'":

growing, high technology firms. The climate the U.S. presents today to entrepreneurs

is certainly one of our greatest strengths. So we should ask how to strengthen it, how

to build on it?

One answer proposed in the past is tax incentives for venture capitalists.

But I question whether blanket incentives .to increase the amount of venture capital

are really needed. In total, there is a lot of venture capital seeking opportunities in

the U.S. today. East Coast venture capitalists establish offices on the West Coast,

West Coast ones establish them on the East Coast, U.S. firms even establish offices in

London and Paris - all looking for opportunities to invest. In addition, R&D limited

partnerships, which are available to start-up companies as well as established ones,

provide another source of venture capital. The overall of venture

is not the chief limitation today.

demonstrate that the growth of hig~ technology firms only occurs in the context of a

supporting environment - an environment with a strong technical infrastructure and

~
with 8. general ambience of excitement about converting good ideas into successful

businesses.
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We're seeing a spreading awareness of this fact to many campuses, many

states, many localities. In fact, there's hardly a state left in this country that is not

putting in place programs to nurture such supporting environments. New York State,

for example, has taken strong new steps through its Science and Technology Founda-.
tion to activate and stimulate the many educational and financial resources within its

Skeptics argue that the states are over-reacting, that they will begin to

I(\ompete with each other for the relatively scarce people with ideas good enough to

turn into new ventures. But I disagree. What is scarce is not the potential for good

ideas, but the supporting environment - the climate that activate's latent entrepre

l! neurs. In my view, the many efforts by states and localities are exactly the right,

approach.

My co-panelist, George Bugliarello, has certainly recognized this in the

steps he is taking at the Polytechnic Institute of New York - PINY - to foster high

technology start-ups, especially in the area of telecommunications. I'm pleased that

,=,'ccC="==='==,the=,slate.cc()t=!\l,e~.cXc()r:\{=hll§c,=~ce<:;.e!1!!Y==J:'.e<:;gg!J.jzed~PJNX:s.~JiQrtLM~~a~~J!ier,:~Q,L~~~_~ =:.... " .•.•,.'.'.•,.,.,_'.•_".-.,.•_.~ .. ,'" ..,.,•.., ',"".'_" '•.•0,.... ,'.·"._".,.,.,,·....•. -,,-.'., .••._,.,_,.,,.•.•..,.,....'•.,..., ..•.,'.,., ..,."..,.,••._•.,.,.•...,.',~ .•, .., ..,.,'•...'.,,', ... '.,_,',.,',._., ...,_,.•_"_"'-" ..h"""',.,'"",._,'_"_._..,""."',.",,,,"'""",',,,.,.,,"_"_"

excellence in telecommunications.

Among other initiatives that might be cited is one at Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute '- RPI. It's called the Incubator Program. It's based on the premise

that one of the main obstacles to the growth of small, high technology firms is the

lack of a supporting environment during the crucial period between conception of an

idea and its development to the point where it can be taken to the venture capitalist.

All too often, the would be entrepreneur is forced to work on his ideas during this

period in his spare time in a garage or basement workshop. As a result, many gcfod

ideas never take off.
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The incubator program at RPI - and others like it - is intended to fill this

gap. Potential entrepreneurs are offered the supporting environment in which to

incubate their good ideas. They pay RPI a low rent, and in return, receive office space

on campus and free access to the RPI technical environment - facilities, libraries, and

so on; In addition, they receive inexpensive consulting services from

~"'~'work"from'sttrdents;~"a:nd'free'aggigtIDfC!e"(jrrl1oW~fi5"pfit'togetnefa:'5usiness'priUraiia"""""~"~'

approach venture capitalists.

The program costs very little. But it is aimed at that stage of the

innovation process in which small expenditures might make a big difference. Here is

an imag;inative policy tool that nurtures a. unique American strength - and it's already

at work.

The incubator program also illustrates how with a little imagination we can

find new ways to use a second major building block of R&D policy - and one of this

nation's oldest and greatest strengths - our system of research universities. It is

encouraging to see that all elements of the political spectrum recognize the

m.,"7T.,T..=7.,••..".JmPQJ;~aIlgeT.Qfc.theliec.r.eseaJ:chcJ.Iniversitieli ••andc.ar.e.,.caUingcJ.orc,the.,.steps·.•.necessar·y· .•to.==·c.==,c"

maintain their vitality - including large increases in Federal budgets for R&D, such as

the 18% increase proposed for the 1984 NSF budget. But the needs of our research

'universities - better faculty salaries, new facilities and equipment, more funds for

research and for graduate student and post doc support - won't be met by a one-shot

approach. It won't be easy to lure faculty, graduate students, and post docs back into

academia - especially in the engineering disciplines. It will require a sustained effort

for many years.
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One additional approach is to give universities high priority in the

competition for federal basic research funds. In particular, they should not be put in

the position of competing with the national labs for funding - as quite a number of

universities now perceive themselves to be. When federal basic research funds flow to
. .

"""~~'B.gg.~-ne~."g••~.~.~:::~~~.!.!i~z,.~~.~~.r~1..~j~;1!);:;~P.!!£~.~.2.~1~.x~,9 ..~lInJ!UJ1!J~9~§!x: .••!lk~•.~.~l2,..1§.,Qfl.tfQtl!)Jl.g;._~.=••••,••,••
·········6ut·ln·addfHoii;··graduatestudent5··are·tralned··th;o~gh··th~i;··p~ti;;ip~tI~~·T~th;············

research, graduate departments ar«: able to attract better faculty with the lure of

large research projects, and the growing financial crunch on universities is eased

somewhat, since a portion of the federal funds support overhead, faculty salaries,

student stipends, and research instrumentation. If we are really serious about the

health of our universities, we should maximize the flow of federal funds for basic

research to them.

Another vehicle for technologY development that builds on resources

already in place in the university system is the growing number of university-industry

research arrangements. There's been enormous ferment in this area over the past few

years. It is now hard to find a major university that does not have some sort of new

··~~~·~~····institutional'arrangement with -tndustry, n ~

the world.

We have research parks, industry affiliate programs, industry supported

'I:... I'research i~stitutes, cooperative industrial associations that fund university research '* I a variety of arrangements that have grown in response to the competition from abroad

~ ) and to the need to drive this country back into technological leadership. Again the

\V'institutional arrangements are building from the bottom up. It has not taken

intervention by the federal government to create this trend. It's been going on for

decades, although some of the ideas and arrangements are new. The U.S. already has a

/1 greater tradition of effective industry-university cooperation than any other nation in

!
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It is true that of late this has sometimes been a troubled relationship in the

area of biotechnology. The contrast between the untroubled university spin-offs in

microelectronics and computer technology and the troubled ones in biotechnology has

puzzled me. But a venture 'capitalist friend, who has invested in some of the biotech-

nology start-ups, pointed out that these firms were still in the research

'~H··~~atfdmaKilfgtlfeil'·eliI'lYli'ioneyoffre§e81'clrcofffracfS;nor()irlnespe(miC~producli(fea:s"~",.,·,.'H __

that have fueled so many of the successful microelectronics ventures. So there are

new issues in this type of industry-university relationship that do have to be addressed.

Let's turn now to another of our strengfhs - our industrial R&D capability.

It is in this area that some of the most ambitious proposals for major new changes are

being made. One set of proposals calls for strengthening the incentives for industrial

R&D. We have already made significant gains in this area through the R&D tax credit

and the provisions for faster capital cost recovery. But as we consider these and other

changes, we ought to keep their potential benefit in perspective.

There already exists in this country an incentive for technological inn~va-

••••••==..••. =•.= ..tion...that.. is ..Jar=IDore....,effecti.:lre..than•.• any..•incenfi-v.es,.that•.might..•be.,..Cl,-eated".by=.new,.==,.= ..,==.,=,
. "

government policies. It's called competition in open markets.

The most important incentive for investment by industry in R&D is

market-driven competition - competition with the Japanese, competition with the

Germans, competition amongst ourselves. It's the reason any firm invests in R&D. It's

the reason R&D spending in industry is increasing and now exceeds federal R&D

spending.
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And that R&D isn't going solely into the creation of new high-technology

industries, as important as they are. It's also going into the use of advanced

technology to revitalize our core and service industries - whether it's new integrated

power semiconductors to make motors more efficient, or new robots to build

""0.'""~'~'Wm"'"W,*ww"appliances"more",product,i¥ely,."erwa*cempl!'ter,-based*exper't&systemm'to'helpma*repa:irmanwP&~'&''w,wwpv"j

do his job better. So as we consider tax incentives and changes in patent policy, let's

just keep in mind that the single most effective incentive for industrial R&D is this

market-driven competition.

What's more, when we consider the many proposals for federal interven

tion, for federally funded industrial R&D centers for example, we should remember

the failures of the past. In particular, we have to avoid the energy R&D syndrome-

where we poured billions of dollars in the 1970's into the development of energy

technologies intended for a market that could not absorb them.

technology from the laboratory into new or ongoing businesses - even though the lab
II I I

"""''','.;'.;CC'',';,YC:,""·''"·'''"""?'C'.,,·;;;:-;,,y.';:,C-''·'','',,,,,'·::;":."'." :;' ''-;:'-;;''.'_'.V''';;''''·'','' '','"'' 'C'~;;;"''''';C·.".,_,,,,,7'=',"·',"'·".""'::;'~';;".""·;;~.'i-·.~·:;c,'·;77:;,",;·",·'.c;::·- - - ,-",\~";,,,"" '.'7C;'.-.:'T" ".'.'·;'·" ;""C':;:'"';·"'-S:'T"'_"'.',:C,'-.'·::·";_7_""Z'C __""";~'"_":;·:: :·;:',·,; ;'::O:T,:·O';;;:·"':;·;F,;:" C;:;."~·",' ''7;'; :,r·;;::'''';:;''';;''''':'''''"'':7''i' '''~=''": -'' ' 'i,_,.,.","""",=,,,- l

and the business reside in the same firm. When you try to transfer technologies '

between institutions from different sectors of the economy - from the government to

industry for example - technology transfer becomes much harder.

~

tj(

~ In successfui industrial R&D labs, the greatest challenge is transferring

So let me propose a very simple principle by which to guide our thinking

about federally supported industrial R&D. The motivation for the work must come

from the firms that would ultimately use the technology to be developed, Unless the

Federal Government is itself the ultimate customer, it should support industrial R&D

only when the firms that would use the results of that R&D express a clear need for it,

and back up that expression of need with substantial sharing of the costs on a

competitive basis.

,
,

. ~
k'{

Q~" i~
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As an example of what I mean by a clear expression of need, consider the

recently formed consortium of electronics firms - the Microelectronics and Computer

Technology Corporation. Now, the consortium is not receiving federal funding, but it

represents a clear case in which firms in an industry perceive an R&D need, and

commit themselves to that need. Admiral

'-""""~"'"dirE!ctor;"eslfm1iteslhafthefirsryear'sDudgerWillbea:tle"i1St'7S"ffiIllfon""dollars=;;:;:;;r

that's funds generated from the member firms themselves. It's this kind of commit

ment that is required for successful technology transfer - and it's this kind of

commitment that is often missing when the federal government rushes to fill a

supposed gap in industrial R&D. If the intended recipients of the technology do not

express a clear interest, and if they aren't willing to kick in a sizable portion of the "....

funds, chances are that the R&D will not be transferred to industry.

There is one area, though, where government and industry have a good

record of successful technology transfer - where the government itself is the prime

customer. The leading example here is national defense- the last of the building

blocks of technology policy that I'll talk about. Large defense budgets are a fact of
I !

. . . . i

""'""~""""'7."~,•.••~JI£~@!I.th!l.par.t".of.th.ese,.,expenditures"lhat"suppol'ts·.R&B.could·be·a·great·asset·to·the==··"·=''':--'... _.- ... . ' ,

commercial and industrial sectors of our economy.

Some Americans look with envy on Japan's cooperative, government

sponsored program on very-large-scale integrated circuits. But, in fact, we've got a

program that should make the Japanese envy us - if we use it right. It's called the

Very High Speed Integrated Circuit, or VHSIC Program. It's aimed at the next

generation of microelectronics, and at making sure that the circuits created in that

next generation can be widely used in military systems. Already contracts have been

granted to a dozen companies and one university totalling $165 million. And the

)
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participants are matching each dollar they get from the government. By the time the

program is finished, it could well involve total expenditures - public plus private ~ on

the order of a billion dollars.

""""C""C'""""'""""",""""" """"b""I~R!!.i!1~p"Y2~.!!.!l:4~,Y~<:.~~2!yl.d!!P.~J"~~!~.9"tl:!:L<liti9Jljn"lhj~gQJlntr:Y,""Qng.Jh.!l,l'~""'+'H""H

""HH, "began'withaIrcraft e"ngines,'co~putersand ;e;;;i~o~d;;~t~~;. "'D~f;~~d~ll~~'~~~'~;~d"'"o.,,'"'

to develop generic technologies that have widespread, important civilian applications.

Consider supercomputers, for example. The recent NSF study "Large Scale

Computing in Science and Engineering" graphically points out the growing possibility

that the U.S. may lose the lead in supercomputers to the Japanese. It proposes a

national goal of a computer able to perform from 100 to 1000 times as many

calculations per second as today's fastest computer. And it indicates the wide range

of fields - from quantum theory to computer-aided engineering - that would benefit in

a major way from this capability.

Supercomputers are vital to such national security needs as cryptography
"

"·'==··=··~'"··and·'weapons'syste'mS'·desigm·Tlrey·offer"indUstry"'Ways"'for·m,oaeling7lliingS'tfiat"'t'O(jay··········~,H,".~.,!

I

can't be modeled. This could lead to new types of airfoils and aircraft with greatly I

reduced drag, turbines and engines with sharply increased efficiency, improved oil

exploration and better utilization of known reserves, better understanding of crack

initiation and propagation in alloys, new ways to design parts from plastics, new

techniques in computer-aided engineering, important advances in theoretical physics

and chemistry, better weather prediction, and perhaps even dramatically improved

materials designed using basic theoretical principles.
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The supercomputer is a prime example of a technology in which defense

should take the lead. It would clearly benefit the military. But at the same time it

would be giving U.S. computer firms the opportunity to advance the state of the art in

ways that most of them can't afford at this point, because the market for such

''''d'''''''''''''00",'''''''"M0Mcomputers",is"sma14"even",though4hey"prov,ide"a"big"benefj,~,tO",users,"''''''''0000'''A"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,_.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1

I realize that what I am ,advocating here appears to fly in the face of the

growing concern over the loss of technology to the Eastern bloc. So let me address

that issue. First, there is the question of so called "dual use" technology - technology

with both civilian and military applications. The prevalence of this "dual use"

technology is usually cited as the reason for clamping down on civilian technology.

But the notion of "dual use" technology is misleading: at a sufficiently

fundamental level, all science and technology is dual use. Certainly, there is

widespread generic technology that has both civilian and military uses. But these

technologies can and must be extended and specialized for the military application. I

believe that altogether adequate protection of military technology is available at the

""c-"="'-apPlication-=specrfic=lever='ThiSp~~Vide~'-the=oppo~t;:;~tyto=p;~tecT-ihe-specifrc"c-,

military use while leaving the underlying generic technology free for civilian use.

For example: to counteract the Soviets' propensity to "back-engineer"

circuits they illegally acquire, I believe technology might be developed to permit a

military form of microelectronics that would be virtually immune to back-engineering.

Certainly it's worth a serious look.

As another example, surely the technology of making military circuits

immune from radiation damage can be classified and used exclusively for military

v
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tronics for advanced commercial purposes. And there must be many more examples of

applications without encumbering the underlying generic technology of microelec-

how "dual-use" generic technologies can be specialized for military applications while

leaving the generic parts free.

alternative of ~

This strategy would be far more desirable than the.
our underlying ability to generate new'

\
I

That ability depends far more than non-technologists understand on leaving

technical groups and individuals as free as possible from bureaucratic controls of any

sort - even those imposed for ostensible security reasons. The "protection" of

technology implies the regulation of technology and regulation implies slowing down

and encumbering the generation of technology.

Why do you think the U.S. is so good at developing the technology that the

Soviets want to steal? Why are they so poor at it? I submit it has a lot to do with the

oppressive bureaucratic ambience that constantly surrounds the Soviet technologist.

Do we now want to encumber our system in the same way? And especially, do we

\

want to bring the one part of our system that is still working well to a halt without

~====c~~"~c=ccQl'l'ectingcctheccparct,,ofcjt=alreadYccwQrkingc,cless=effectivelyc,cthan=the=sov'ietscc",~namelY,=,=)=cc'T=,c'==ci
/ I

the militarily specific development and deployment. It's ironic that one would even ~

think it necessary to regulate the part of the system where we are clearly beating

them in order to correct the part where they are beating us.

On that note, let me sum up. We have today in America the basic building ,

blocks we need to regain technological leadership. We've got a climate for venture!••

capital that's never been better ... the, world's greatest university system ... an

industrial base that's moving aggressively into high technology areas, spurred by

competition ... and a defense effort that, in this era of dual-use technology, can be an

enormous asset.
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We need to become more aware of these strengths ... to nurture the ones

that are emerging ... and to strengthen the ones that are full-grown and protect them

against well-meaning but misguided assaults in the name of protecting domestic

industry, or in the name of military security. None of the policies I've heard talked.

'~""'~d~~~'"~"~"'~'~~~~~' ~~::••~.:.~~~.:••::c~';~~~LP~~L~L~~.I},~t:,~":~.~~~!~.!l,~.~(Ill!E,.~~~Jf~(ttsmJp}~d{l!1J;1f.EL="~"'d'"
.~ ...~ ..~"ajnne stfength§·we~aIreaayfiave·in·pfiice.·Whiie·belng·rec;ptive~to~~w' id~a5.~;····· ~.~....

must not forget the strengths we already have. We must build our future by

identifying, understanding, and using those existing strengths.
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R AND D AND INNOVATION:

Until about twenty years ago, economists neglected the study of technological

change, with adverse effects on 'both the quality and usefulness of economic

analysis. During 'the past twenty years, a substantial corpus of knowledge has

been developed in this area, and much of it is being us,ed~y policy makers in

both the public and private sectors. But despite the advances that have been

made, the gaps in our knowledge are very great. The economics of technological

change, while healthy and growing, is still at the stage where many of the

basic facts, concepts, and theories are missing.

In the past two years, I have been engaged in a number of interrelated

"studies of Rand D, innovation, and technological change. These studies have, '

been concerned with a "variety of topics, ranging from "tI',e compOSition "of'

forR and D inputs to the effects of government Rand D on private Rand D.

~t this point;, many of these studies have reached the point where some of the

major findings are in hand, even though much more remains to be done before

our understanding of the relevant topics is reasonably satisfactory.

The purpose of this paper is to bring together and discuss some of the

empirical findings that have emerged. To keep the paper to a reasonable

length, I shall have to be very selective and brief. Only a few findings of

each study can be' presented. In a sense, this paper,provides a partial and pre-

limina~y, overview of Some of the recent work I have bee n doing ip..._this area. Since

--§,. -
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the various studies are interrelated in many ways, such an overview should be

useful.

i. Comnosition of Rand D: Effects and Determinants

To begin with, let's consider the composition of R s ,

,
In my opinion, economists have devoted too little attention to this topic.

For both analyti~al and policy purposes, the total Rand D figures are hard

to interpret because they include such a heterogeneous mixture of activities.
-~.

Basic research and applied research are mixed up with development. Long-term

projects are mixed up with short-term projects. Projects ai.med at small

product and process improvements are mixed up with projects· aimed at major

new processes and products •. Process R and D is mixed up with product ~ and D.

To answer many . important analytical and policy questions, it is essential to

dis aggregate Rand D•

.-----·-.. .Unfortunate ly, very little work has been done o.n.J:;his score-,-_'l:.o. help

fill this gap, I have tried to (1) e~ti~ate the effects of the composition of

an industry's or' firm's Rand D itures on

increase (when its total Rand D expenditures are held constant), (2) investi-

gate the relationship between the composition of a firm's Rand D expenditures

and its innovative output, as measured by the number of major innovations

introduced, and (3) determine what factors are associated 'with the composition

of a firm's Rand D expenditures, particular attent~on being directed at firm

size and industrial concentration. l

At least four findings seem to emerge from these studies. First, holding

cons~ant the amount spent on applied R and D and basic research, an industry's

rate of producti~ity increase between 1948 and 1966 seems to have been
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directly related to the extent to which its Rand D was long-term. Although

the interpretation of this result is by no means clear-cut, it certainly is

suggestive. As pointed out elsewhere,2 many firms tend to concentrate on

t-term. technically safe Rand D projects. Particularly in recent'years,

some

'firms themse~ves, have begun to question the wisdom of so great an emphasis

of this sort.

Second, when a firm's total Rand D expenditure~ ~ere held constant, its

innovative output seemed to be d Lrec t Ly rre l.at ed to t he- pe rcentage of its

--Rand D expenditures devoted to basic research •..,.--.---_ ..
The data on which this result

is based pertain to the chemical and petroleum industries, areas where we have

accumu·lateda cons iderab le amount of data concerning the Rand D and innovative

activities of particular firms~ It would be extremely useful if a. similar

sort of investigation could be made of other industries. In view of the

roughness of both the data and the analysis, this finding should be viewed_._-------
as preliminary. and tentative. In p~rticular, it is hard to tell whether

"~"cc,,c""',cc"'bc;;i~~?"e's'ea'r'cl1"Ys''''rearty·tn~=·r·e1:·evarjt····v'Briabh"T··or"cWhe.t·he"'.c..it•.•is=8,·.=•..•·•.>·c.=.=."..c..•.•.c=••,,=c.=c.. 9
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surrogate for something else.

Third, based on data obtained from 108 firms that account for about one-

half of all industrial Rand D expenditures in the ~~ited States, it appears

that the composition of a firm's Rand D expenditures is related to the firm's

size. But the relationship is not as simple as one might'think. Whereas the

largest firms seem to· carry out a disproportionately large'·

share of the basic' research (and perhaps the long-term R and D) in most

industries, there is no consistent tendency for them to carry out a

disproportionately large share of the relatively risky R and D or of the
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Rand D aimed at entirely new products and processes. Instead, they generally

seem to carry out a disproportionately small share of the Rand D aimed at

entirely new products and processes. These results are not contradictory.

Basic research is by no means the same thing as Rand D aimed at entirely new

can be relatively risky, the riskiness of a firm's R and.D need not be closely

correlated with the percentage

Fourth~re concentrated

of its R~and D devoted to basic research.
~~<I~~'''rl<J#).

industriesjdevote a smal er, not larger, percentage
~

of Rand D expenditures to basic research. This relationship is statistically
-':.

significant, but not very strong (r2 = .46). Relatively concentrated industries

also tend to 'devote, a relatively small, not large, proportion of their Rand n

expenditures to long-term projects and to projects aimed at'entirely new

products and processes, but the correlation (in each case; r 2 is aboGt .09)

isfur f=om statistically significant. While there is a positive correlation

(r 2 = .15) between an industry's concentration level and the proportion of

~-C.----·-ii:s· 1\- and D expenditures 'going for relatively risky projee-t-&-,-t-his ..correlation

3. Price Indexes for Rand D Inputs

Not only is relatively little known about the composition of Rand D

expenditures. Equally important, the available data concerning real Rand D

expenditure are bedeviled by the lack of a suitabl.; price 'index for R and D

input's. In view of the inherent difficulties and the strong'. assumptions under-

lying the few alternative measures that have been proposed, the official

government Rand D statistics use the GNP deflator to deflate Rand D

expenditures. Many observers inside and outside the government are uncomfort-

able with this procedure, 'but very little is known about the size or direction

of the errors it introduces.
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To help fill this basic gap. we constructed price indexes for Rand D

inputs and for inputs used in other stages of the innovative process. Very

detailed data were obtained from 32 firms in the following eight industries:

industriess.products; rubber; stone. clay, and glass; and

&';;;&;;;;7;;;--chemicals';'7,pe,t,ro,leMm;;,;e,.bt;,£J;J;,~,£j!1_"!!SY,ipm!!7!t7~3;;J~Ei;,ffi,~,;X7,ffi!!~,~!s;fa"r icate d me tal
._.....- .•.,-,' ----- -·~"·--···--'··-"''''-''''·'=''''_=·'·'''_"'''''"''-'''N«"",,,,,,j._0''''~';" ~"':%" i(~;~'"/8""''C-!'''''fci'';?;,=-=.:r;,i'!,T:('i:<''''''''';_''';;;';;V;~'i<ii, i

account for ,about half of the company-financed Rand D in the United States.

Although our sample contains both large and small firms, it includes a

substantial proportion of the Rand D carried out in these industries. Indeed,

the firms in our sample account for about one-ninth of all ~ompany-financed

R 3nd D in ~he United States. 3

At least four findings stem from this study. First. for the~e industries

as a 'whole. the Laspeyres price index for Rand D inputs indicates that, the. .' .

price of such inputs waS about:....9~,p~rcent higher in 1979 than in 1969.

However, the rate of inflation in Rand D seemS to have been higher in Some

_~ ~ndustries than in ot he r s ; In particular, the rate of Lnf Lat Lon seems to have

been highest in fabricated metal' products, cheari.c al s , and petroleum, and

lowest in electrical equipment.

Second. turning to the innovation process as a whole. Laspeyres price

indexes indicate that the price of inputs into all stages of the innovative-
process was 'about 101 percent higher in 1979 than in 1969. Thus, the' rate of

inflation for inputs into all stages of the LnnovatLon process seems to have

been somewhat higher than for Rand D alone. As in the case of Rand D, the

rate of inflati~n for inputs int~ all stages of the innovation pr oces s seemed

to be highest in fabricated metal products; chemicals, and petroleum, and

lowest in electrical equipment.

'Third. if we aSSume that the production function for Rand D in each

industry is Cobb-Douglas (with constant returns to scale), an exact price
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index for each industry is

n ~P .).,{ i
I = 1f 1. i x 100

i=l POi
(1)

-;h;~;-~h;"·;;"i~~~f"th;"i~h'i~p~t'I~'r97"9Isp~~ ,TfsprTCefnT969 is Poi;"o(ii"S"""""

the proport ion of Rand D cost devoted to the i t n input, and n is the number

of inputs. 4 Even though there is little or no information concerning the

nature of the production function for Rand D, it is interesting to compare the

resulting indexes with the Laspeyres indexes be caus e z; s Lnce Laspeyres indexes

ignore subs t Ltur Lon effects, they may exaggerate pr Lce increases .. Table 1 "
~ -:-...---

shows the results fO~ry.

Dougl~s assumption arejquite similar

As you can see, those based on the Cobb-

to those based on the Laspeyres indexes.

Fourth, in practically all of the industries 'included here, the rate of

increase of the price index for Rand D inputs exceedad the rate of increase

of ··the GNP deflator. Because of the inadequaCies of the GNP deflator for this
""~_._-----

purpose, the official U. S. statistics concerning deffatedRandlf:e"ii"l'enditures

~"Cc,"·=.-"~~·"-s~Eiffi· E'o=cfvere'"s·t"iIMte~the "in'crease" during"-l-96 9-i9--in·..indus tI' iai.-R. and-D".perform~.~ .... l.._.~ ...

ance. For these industries as a whole, deflated Rand D expenditures

increased by about 5.2 percent based on the GNP defla~or, but only by less

than one percent based on our price indexes for Rand D inputs. Taken at

face value, t hi.s se ems to indicate that the bulk of the apparent increase in
..,-'"

real Rand D in these industries was due to the'inadequacies of the'GNP deflator.,

,

( ~s: ~~~'j :e4~ - ?:i?\
~~~~ .-ait2£ =-
~7' .fa-d..JJ :, '-/' ,,=tv,~ ,
~.:2..~o~~ h'<-;

/'3'/9~ ~/'f69.
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Table l--Piice Indexes for R and D Inputs and for Inputs in the Innovative
Process, Eight Industries, 1979 (1969 • 100). a

::'::"::::':i~i~~:~~v":::::::::::"::::::'::::::::':'""::::;:;;;':~~s~:!:;:~~::;:~::;;;;=;;':::'::~~o~~~d~;:l=~:::,:::::::=:::::

Chemicals 222 223 217
.Pet r o Leum 222 228 218
Electrical equipment 183 186 190
Primary metals 205 210 205
Fabricated metal products 248 275 222
Rubber 209 206 206
Stone, clay, and glass 205

-...
183195'

Textiles 200 220 220

Meanb 198 201, 200

~he three columns are not entirely comparable because some firms could
be included in som~ columns, but not others', because of ,lack of data.

b~~r.h industry's price index is weighted by its 1969 R and D expenditure.

see Sect ion 3.
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4. Effects of Fedetal Support on Privately
Financed Rand D

Just as the lack of Rand D price indexes has long been recognized, so

of government Rand D on private Rand D. This is an area that has been the

subject of considerable controversy. Some economists argue that increases in

government Rand D funding are likely to reduce the Rand D expenditures of

the private sector because (among other reasons) ftrms may receive government
'.F.

support for some projects they would otherwise finance themselves. Other

economists say that government Rand D is complementary to private R

and that increases in the former stimulate increases in the latter. It is

universally recognized that this question is of great importance both for

policy-and analysis, but little is known concerning it.

To shed light on the effects of federal support on privately financed

R~a-nd D in the important area of energy, we chose asamI1lL.g-.f?_lIlajor firms

.electrical , and primary metals industries.

Together they carry out over 40 percent of all Rand D in these industries.

To estimate the extent to which these firms obtained government funding for

energy Rand D projects that they would have carried put in any event with

their own funds, we obtained detailed data on this score from each of the

firms. Moreover, even more detailed data were obtained· concerning a sample of

41 individual federally funded energy Rand D projects. These projects account

for over 1 percent of all federally supported energy Rand D performed by

industry.S

The follOWing are some of the conclusions stemming from this study.

First, it appears that these firms would have financed only a relatively small
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proportion of the energy Rand D that they performed with government support.

Based on our sample of firms, they would have financed only about 3 percent if

the government did not.do so. Based on our sample of individual projects,

is sort couIt would be very useful if similar estimates

W"~'4••,,· ••••••••t.hey•.would.•ha'V:e.£inan-!;.~cl.•.~l?g~.!;..iQ.'2s;:s.~£tJl.~~~..g2vernmen t d id not do so.
, ---, . -,',-", '~'"~-.~.~ ...*"".,...,._e''''''''{-~"",",J,'"0~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ..,'''0;''';; ,,";k'x')¥"=;"_{;8""O""""; ':" " "/S""%i''"''''':¥''W'=,",~'",,;0'','ii;,",,~==:"C;" ;; ;'<"'i

for various.kinds of Rand D outside the field of energy.

Second, if a 10 percent increase were to have occurred in federal funding

for their energy Rand D in 1979, the response (for. 3;11 25 firms taken as a

whole) would have been that, for each dollar increas? in federal support,

they would have increased their own support of energy Rand D by about 6 cents.

per year for the first two years after the increase in federal funds. In

the---third year after the increase, there would be no effect at all. This

finding is based on careful est.imates by senior Rand D officials of each

firm. It is worth noting that there are substantial differences among firms

____________~n their response. Note too that the results are quite consistent with those

obtained by Levin (1980) and Ter~e~kyj and Levy (1980) in their econometric

studies of the aggregate re ip

expenditures and privately funded Rand D expenditures.

Third, if a 10 percent cut were to have occurred in federal funding for

their energy Rand D in 1979, the response (for all 25 firms taken as a whole)

would have been that, for each dollar cut in fede~~l suPP?rt, they would have

reduced the ir own support of energy Rand D by about 25 cents in each of the

two years following the tax cut. In the third year after the federal cut,

there would have been about a 19 cent cut in their own spending. Taken at

face value, it appears that a 10 percent cut in federally funded energy Rand D

would have a bigger effect on privately funded energy Rand D than would-a

~~
Eut until more and better data are obtained on this
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score, we feel that this difference should be viewed with considerable caution.

Fourth, in modeling the effects of federally funded Rand D on the

economy, our results indicate that it may be more realistic to view such

Rand D as a factor that facilitates and expands the profitability of privately

done) on the direct effects of federally funded Rand D on the productivity of

r

the firms and industries performing the Rand D. Based on our sample of

federally funded projects, it appears that such ~ects typically make only

about half as G-rge a direct contribution to t~'s performance and

.,. .. ... ..

smore sue

ose. But in about one-third of the

eco

money on.._whatever Rand D-iC.......---- .
::>

fe~y financed Rand D projects suggested Some further R and D into which
,

the firm invested its own funds, (As shown in Table 't. the tiketiho~d 0; sucht
a spinoff is enhanced if the firm helped to formulate the ideas on which the

c::=
~ct was based. 6 and if the project was not completely separated physically

----from-the-projects financed by the £ir'9--) If federatty _Lunded R.i'r,c1D is

effects on productivity in the priva~e sector.

v 5. Forecasts of Engineering Emoloyment

Engineering manpower is one of the most important inputs required in

the complex process leading to innovation and technological change. Policy

makers in government, universities, and business must make decisions that

depen~ explici~ly or implicitly, on forecasts of the number of engineers

employed in various sectors of the economy at various points in time. For

example, in evaluating the adequacy of existing engineering manpower, the
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Table 2.--Percentage of Federally Financed Energy Rand D Projects
Resulting in Company Financed Rand D Done Subsequentiy by
the Performer, by Source of Idea for Project and Extent of
Separation from Company Financed Projects, 40 Projectsa

·;·\'>?';;*"'-1i')r.;~'?,.::qi7p;;;,;v~"'&?~~;'OG:~l"':'i':i;(;!

P,,!'cel:f1:agem .. HHH•••••••••~·~~·····Ch;r~·~t~;isti~ofproJect .

Source of Idea for Project:

Firm
•Government
Both Firm and Government

44
15
44

Separation: '7'

Complete
Not Complete

'17
38

Sourc~: See Section 4.

=One project could not be included because it was not y~t clear whether
it would result in company financed R and D. The figures'in this table
may understate the true percentages because they pertain only to company

.._. ~_.finan.ced.R and D resulting directly and almost immediate].Ur<:>..[]j...t:.h.ese projects.

-----------------~--
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National 'Science Foundation and the Bureau of Labor Statistics must try to

forecast how many engineers will be employed in the private sector. Although

such forecasts sometimes are based on a collection of forecasts made by firms

of firms' forecasts of this kind.

To help fill this gap, a very detailed econometric study was carried out.

Data,were obtained from a well-known engineering association which has collected

such forecasts from firms for many years. For 54 firms in the aerospace,
-s.

electronics, chemical, and petroleum industries, comparisons were mad", of each

firm's forecasted engineering employment with, its actual engineering employment

during 1957 to 1976. Since data were obtained concerning a number of forecasts

. 7
of each firm, th s accuracy of 218 such forecasts .could be eval.uated .

At least three conclusions seem to stem from this study. First, there

appear to have been substantial differences ~ong industries in the accuracy

-~----·--of__.the. forecasts. As shown in Table 3, the forecastillg._~~i..Cl':.individual

industry were much greater .t.han in the e l ec t r on i.cs ,

chemical,. or .petro leum industries.· (In chemicals and 'pe tro l eum, firms' two-

year forecasts were off, on the average,only by about 5 percent.) The

relatively large forecasting errors in the aerospace industry seem to be due

to its heavy dependence on government defense and space programs which were

volatile and hard to predict.

Second, although the forecasting errors for individual firms were sub-

stantial, they tend to be smaller when we consider the total.engineering

employment for all firms in the sample. On the average, the 6-month forecasts

were. in error by about 2 percent, the 2-year forecasts were in error by about

1 percent, and the 5-year forecasts were in error by about 3 percent. The

fact that there was so little bias in the forecasts is encouraging since, for
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Table 3.--Frequency Distribution of Forecasts, by Ratio of Forecasted to
Actual Engineering Employment, Aerospace, Electronics, Petroleum,
and Chemical Industries, Six-Month and Two-Year Forecastsa

Forecasted .Employment •
Actual Employment Aerospace Electronics Petroleum Chemical

0.81-0.90 0 1 0 0
0.91-1.00 8 10 12 6
1.01-1.10 7 9 13 9
1.11~1.20 0 2 0 1
1.21-1.30 2 0 0 0
1.31-1.40 2 0 0 0

s.

Number of 2-year forecasts

0.61-0.70 0 1 0 0
0.71.-0.80 2 3 0 0

..

0.81-0.90 4 3 4 1
0.91-1.00 2 9 8 1
1. 01-:- 1. 10 , 3 6 6 5
1.11-1. 20 0 0 0 0
1. 21-1. 30 0 3 O. 0
L;JL-L40 3 0 0 0

Source: see Section 5.
_._-_._._--------~.-._---

~ive~year and ten-year forecasts were also included in the study, but
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many purposes, the central aim is to forecast total engineering employment in an en-

tire sector of the economy, not the engineering employment of a particular firm.

Third, the firms' forecasts may be improved if a very simple econometric

model is used. Based on data for over a dozen chemical and petroleum firms,

the prop-ortion of the way that a firm's engineeringemploy;nent moveS toward
'-"""'"".~"."~~~'''''""''"'_~~''__''_"~~",",'"~.~,,-o."~~",__.~","~-"'"""-."'~,",,",",,,,,,,__-"_~.'~~'"'~'""","~"~'~"~_"'''''"'''_v~~,_~"",~_","".~~..,.•.~,._"_..,~""~,~..",,~~,~~"_~",,.,~,,"~·_'''''''''''''"'~'''"''"~~~"~'.¥"O~'''''~''"''~ ''~''~V'~'~'"''''-'."'''''" '",",,0'""~"'o"~"""~

the desired level is inversely related to the desired percentage increase in

engineering employment8 and directly related to the profitability of the firm.

(A similar model was used in Mansfield (1968).) Using information concerning

this-relationship in the past as well as the firm's ~esired level of engineering

employment in the future, one can forecast the finn's future engineering

employment. The evidence, while fragmentary and incomplete, suggests that

experimentation with such an approach may be worthwhile.

-, 6. International Technology Transfer

To understand a wide variety of topics, ranging from economic growth to
-------------

industrial organization, economists must be concerned--wUh international

technology transfer. In my opinion, economists interested in the relationship

between Rand D and productivity increase have paid too little attention to

international technology transfer. In practically all econometric models

designed to relate Rand D to productivity increase, international technology

flows are not included (explicitly at least). Yet U.S.-based firms carry out
"--><'

-about 10 percent. of their Rand D overseas, and this Rand D has an effect on

the rate of productivity increase in the United States. - In addition (and

probably more important), Rand D carried out by one organization in one

country often has a significant effect on technological advance and productivity

increase in another organization in another country. For example, productivity
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increase in the American chemical industry was certainly influenced by the work

of Ziegler in Germany and of Natta in Italy.

To shed new light 'on the process of international technology transfer,

we have carried out several types of studies. One study was concerned with the

'~"~~'~"cIl;;;;eTs~"ofinternatIonaT"~teCllnorogy-tiansfe·r·and·~E1fe~'a'ffecTs~or'int:erftl'ft.'t'6n1l:t~·~-,,-~~·~~

technology transfer on U.S. Rand D expenditures. Another study waS concerned

with the size and characteristics of overseas Rand D carried out by U.S.-based

firms. Still another study dealt with the transfer'of' technology by U.S.-based

firms to their overseas subsidiaries. 9
'j;

Based on these studies, it seems to

me that economists should reconsider some of the models that ha7e been used

most frequently to represent the process of international technology transfer.

The traditional way of viewing ~he proces~ of international technology

transfer has been built around the concept of the product life cycle. l O

According to the product life cycle, there is a fairly definite sequence in

___,__the"r,elationship betwee n technology and trade, whereby, t~:~:.!'.:._~..ends to

pioneer in the development of new' products, enjoying for a time a virtual

monopoly. After an innovation occurs, the innovator services foreign markets

through exports, according to this model. As the technology matures and

foreign markets develop, companies begin building plants overseas, and U.S.

exports may be d LspLaced by production of foreign subsidiaries. The concept

of the product life cycle has had a great influence lnrecent decades because

it has been able to explain the train of events in many industries.

At least four of our findings seem relevant in this regard. First, our

data suggest that the situation may be changing, and that the product life

cycle may be less valid than in the past. By the mid-1970s, in the bulk of

the cases we studied, the principal channel through which new technologies

were exploited abroad during the first five years after their commercialization
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.,
was foreign subsidiaries, not exports. (See Table 4.) About 75 percent of

the technologies transferred by U.S. firms to their subsidiaries in developed

countries during 1969-78 were less than five years old. Based on our dat~. the

"export stage" of the product cycle has often been truncated and sometimes

eliminated. Particularly' for new products, 'firms frequently begin overseas

'pf6ducfionwithiti'otiayaaroffirstU;S; introduction. I n·someindustrill S, ,,',

such as pharmaceuticals, new products commonly are introduced by U.S.-based

firms more quickly in foreign markets than in the United States (due in part

to regulatory considerations).

Second, there seemS to be a difference in this regard between Products

and processes. )"or processe s , the "export stage" continues to be important

(Table 4). Firms are more hesitant to send overseas their process technology

t hanithe Lr product technology because they feel that the diffusion of process

technology, once it goes abroad, is harder to control. In their view, it is

much more difficult to determine whether foreign firms are illegally imitating

______' ~_,PEocess than a product.
-- - ~_..__ .._.u..

Third, to a large extent, this change in the process of international

technology transfer and trade refl~cts the fact that many U,S.-based (and

foreign-based) firms have come to take a worldwide view of their operations.

At this point, many of them have in place extensive overseas manufacturing

facilities. As indicated above, many also have substantial Rand D activities

located abroad. Given the existing worldwide network of f.acilities and ,

people, firms are trying to optimize the operation of their overall operations.

This may mean that some of the technology developed in the United States may

find its initial application in a Canadian subsidiary, or that ~~ innovation

developed in its Canadian subsidiary may, find its initial application in the

firm's BritiSh subsidiary! and so on.
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, Table 4.--Percentage Distribution of R and D Projects, by Anticipated Channel
of International Technology Transfer, First Five Years After
Commercialization, 23 Firms, 1974

Channel of Technologz Transfer:
Foreign Joint
Subsidiary Exports Licensing Venture Totala

All R and'D Projectsb
74 15 ·9 2

Projects aimed at: c

,Entirely new product 72 4 24 0
Product improvement 69 9 23 0
Entirely new process 17 83 .•~. 0 0
Process improvement 45 53

-~-

~ 2 1

100

100
100
,100
100.

S~urce: see Section 6.

aBecause of rounding errors, percentages may not sum to IpO.

-: bThi s ,is the mean of the percentage for 16 industrial firms and for 7
major chemical ~irms. The results are much the same in the two subsamples.
Only projects where foreign returns were expected to be of Some importance
\mOr~ than 10 percent of the total for the first subsample and 25 percent of
the total for the second subsample) were included.

COnly the chemical subsample could be included.
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Fourth, the product life cycle is less valid than it used to be because

technology is becoming increasingly internationalized. For example, in the

pharmaceutical industry, it no longer is true that a ne~ drug is dis~overed,

tested, and commercialized, all ~ithin a single country. Instead, the discovery

phase often involves collaboration. among laboratories and researchers

in several different countries, even ~hen they are ~ithin the same firm. And

clinical testing generally becomes a multi-country project. Even in the later

phases of drug development, such as dosage formulation, work often is done in
'."

more than one country. In contrast, the product life cycle seemS to assume

that innovations .arecarried out in a single country, generally the United

States, and that the technology resides exclusively within that country for a

conside r ab le period after the innovation I s initial. commercial int·roduction. ll

7. "Reverse" Technologv Transfer

-------~... "Reverse" technology transfer is the transfer of.te.chno_Logy...from overseas

subSidiaries to their U.S: parents. (Because the principal flow of technology

is generally in the opposite directl.on, this is often called .the "reverse"

flow.) In some quarters, there has been a tendency to dismiss technology

transfer of this sDrt as unimportant. Yet ·practically nothing is known about

the extent and. characteristics of "reverse" technolDgy transfer, even though

such Lnf ormat Lon obviously would be of relevance to public po l Lcy makers

concerned with the t echno Logi.ca'l and other activities of multinational firms.

To determine the extent tD which overseas Rand D by U.S;-based firms

has resulted in technologies that have been applied in the United States, we

obtained data pertaining to 29 overSeaS Rand D laboratories of U.S. firms in

the chemical, petroleum, machinery, electrical equipment, instruments, glass,

and rubber industries. This sample of overseas laboratories, chDsen essentially
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at random from those'of major firms in these industries in the Northeast,

accounts for about 10 percent of all overseas R and D spending by U.S.-based

firms. The 'industrial and geographical distribution of the sample is reason-

ably similar to the industrial and geographical distribution of all overseas

laboratories, according to the National Science Foundation and other data

source s.,

The fonowing three findings help to put "reverse" technology transfer

into better, perspective. First, over 40 percent of these laboratories' 1979

Rand D expenditures resulted in technologies that were transferred to the
~

United States: Thus, such transfer is common and by no means insignificant.

However, there are vast differences among overseas laboratories in the

percentage of Rand D expenditures resulting in technologies transferred to the

U. S.. Most 0:: this variation can be explained by three factors: (1) whether

the laborator~'s primary function is to produce technology for worldwide

application, rather than to service or adapt technology transferred from the

-----...JJ+S.•.,.or to produce technology for foreign application, (2) the laboratory's

total Rand D'expenditures, and (3) the percentage of its total Rand D

expenditures devoted to research, rather than deve~opment.

Second, there is a very short lag (on the average) between the datz, when

a transferred technology first is applied abroad and the date when it is

first applied in the United States. Indeed, in the electrical equipment firms

in our sample, the average lag is negative. Because- of the size and richness of

the American market, firms tend to introduce new products (and processes) based

on technologies developed in their overseas laboratories about as quickly in

the United States as in their overseas markets. These results indicate the

extent to which firms take a global view of the introduction of innovations.

,
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As pointed out in the previous section, this is a departure from the situation

years ago.

Third, based on- our data, there is a tendency for more recently developed

technology to be transferred more quickly to the United States than technology

deve Loped years ago. Also, technologies _yielding relatively large profit in

the United States were transferred more quickly than those that were less

profitable here.

Fourth, although much of the Rand D carried out overseas is directed at

the adaptation and improvement of existing technology, overseas Rand D
~

laboratories have generated technology that was the basis for new p~oducts and

other innovations that contributed billions of dollars in profits to U.S. manufac-

turing firms in 1980, if the laboratories in our sample are-representative in

this respect.

8. Overseas Rand D and U.S. Productivity Growth

~---~_·-····As pointed out in section 6, "reverse" technology-tran-s'feJ:'-is-not included

(at least explicitly) 'Ln "ex Lst i.ng models of Ii. and D and productivity growth.

Indeed, because the official Rand D statistics have excluded U.S. firms'

overseas Rand D expenditures until recently, previous studies of the re1ation-

ship between a firm's or industry's Rand D expenditure and_its rate of

productivity increase have ignored overseas Rand D. Obviously, it WDu1d be

interesting and useful to include U.S. firms' overseas Rand D in such models

and to See -how much .,effect it has on domestic productivity growth.

TO do th~ 's convenient to use essentially the same model as thatc:- . (7(--1,fe~~ 19(,.P; iqJ'o >_'
nployeo )'f~ ltches (1980),' ,. rPiAPUz.iO'l and Terleckyj (1974), except

that research and development is disaggregated into two parts: domestic Rand D

and overseas Rand D. In ~ particular firm, the production function is assumed

to be
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Q = Ae>..t
fIlRd

/3.2 Y
R L

o

1-)1
K (2)

where Q is the firm's value added, Rd is the firm's stock of domestic Rand D

capital, R is its stock of overseas Rand D capital, L is its labor input,o '

,~"~""w,w--""and_K"_i,s".,,..it,s,,J'J;':tck,QJ,",pl:\y'~ic~l,,£~pital •. Thus, the annual rate of change of
"""-~~.'_"--·",.--->~~,,,,,,,_,~,,,"~,_,,,_~:,.~'e,~.,_,,~,~,,--,."" " '~"·" · _~'~'~"'~'~"'''~_''" ''""'~''' ''' '"'~V''~~~_~.'~'''' _'''~"'~'~<""""",'~,,,;.,,,,,,,,~,".~,,,,,,.,..,v._

total factor productivity is

f= .>. + 9 dRd/dt
1 Q

+" dR'/dt"2 0 Q '
(3)

where 9
1

= JQ/,;)Rd and 9
2

= dQ/dR
o'

And based on the'~us';al assumptions,13

f= ..\+ X
a l -!! +

Q
a Xo2

Q
(4)

where X
d

is the firm's domestic Rand D expenditure and X is its overseas
. 0

Rand D expenditure in the relevant year.

My econometric results pertain to 15 chemical and petroleum firms, for

which I have estimated f for 1960-76. (See Mansfield (1980):}"'Foreach of

these firms, i obtained data concerning Xd/Q and Xo/Q, the results being

shown in Table 5. 14 Estimates of a
l

and a
2

could be obtained by least squares,

the results being

( = 0.022 + 0.19 Xd/Q + 1.94 Xo/Q
(7.40) (2.44) (1.90)

(5)

" --~

These results have at least two implications. First, thel indicate that

overSeas Rand D, as well as domestic Rand D, contributes to productivity growth

.or most firms, I doubt that

te of a
2

is much la1ger Lha.ll that of

that a dollar's worth of overSeas Rand D has more effect on

is not statist~cally significant.

s IgnLf Lc at

in the United States. The estimate of a
2

is positive and statistically

~~e surprisingly, the estima -

domestic productivity increase than a dollar's worth of domestic Rand D. But
. ., , -' ----------I



Table 5.--Values of Xd/Q, and X /Q, 15 Chemical and Petroleum Firms
a

. 0
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Firm

Xd

Q

Xo
Q

2 '.0890 .0043
3 .0715 0
4 .0610 .0024
5 .0770 0
6 .0820 .0091
7 .0101 0,
8 .0061 .0003
9 .0072 .~. .0001

10 . 0068 0
11 .0114 0

,12 .0118 .0001
13 .0073 0
14 .0087 '.0020
15 .0147 0

Source: see Sect ion 8.

'~he data concerning Xd/Q and X /Q pertain to a year in the mid
--_.__' --'--l-96Cls (L963 to 1965). It WaS not po~sible to get data.foI..predsely the

same year, but the results should be sufficiently comparable for present
purposes.
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a
2

is as large as al, based on our other studies. But be this as it may,

equation (5) certainly buttresses our findings in the previous section concerning

the nontrivial nature of reverse technology transfer.

Second, these re~ults allow for the first time a glimpse of the size of

the bias that may have resulted from the omission of overseas Rand D expenditure

in past studies of this sort. If Xo/Qhad been omitted. from equation

result would have been

= .022 + 0. 28X4/Q•
(6.61) (3.95)

'..:

(6)

Thus, a
l

would have. been higher than if both overseas and domestic Rand D were

included •. If this case is at all representative, the rate of return from domestic

• R and"D" m~y have been overestimated in previous studies, since al has of t en

been interpreted as such a rate of return.

9. Imitation Costs, Patents, and Market Structure

In the previous three sections, we have heen concerned with the transfer

of technology from one nafion to another, where; the transferor 'and transferee

'often are parts of the same firm. Now let's turn to the transfer of technology

within the same nation, where the transferor and transferee are'different firms,

and where the' transfer is. involuntary from the point of view of the transferor. In

par t Lcu l ar , suppose that one firm imitates (legallyL.another firm's LnnovatLon , Ho.' mud

does it cost? ~ow long does it take? How often does it occur? Economists

have long r ecog ni.zed the importance of these questions. For example, they

frequently have pointed out that, if firms can imitate an innovation at a cost

that is substantially below the cost to the innovator of developing the

innovation, there may be little or no incentive for the innovator to carry out
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the innovation. Yet there have been no attempts to measure imitation costs,

to test various hypotheses concerning the factors influencing them, or to

estimate their effects.

To help fill this important gap, we obtained data from firms in the

~""~,","~,,,,,sJH~.mj,£'aJ~,,,"c;1rt;KL,eJ,"e£tE2.C!!c;,s.1"..~~~(Ln:;:;chinery i ndus tr i esc0 nce r ning t he costand
."~"'~~"~'M'~~."".'~""',.~·",~O""",'~.'·_'"""_"",~,,,<,<,,._,""w..,""_.'N~.''''_'_'~·'.'.''"~''""''~"C'''~~''''_'~~''''''h""~W,,·~"~""---,~",".,"..o'"0"'""n"""",~~,=,,,""",,C,,~~~,d=.;,,,.~,,"

time of imitating (legally) 48 product innovations.
16

Imitation cost is

defined to include all costs of developing and introducing the imitative
, .
product, including applied research,product specification, pilot plant or

prototype construction, investment in plant and equ Ipment ,: and manufacturing

and marketing startup. (If there was a patent on the innovation, the cost of

inventing around it is included.) Imitation time is defined as the length of

time elapsing from the beginning of the imitator's applied research (if there

was any) on the, imitative product' to ·the date of its commercLal, introduction.

For present purposes, four findings' of this study seem-of particular

interest. First; innovators routinely seem to introduce new products despite

the fact that other firms" can imitate these products at abbUt~o:'-~hirds'

(often less) of the cost and time expended by the innovator. In our sampl:,

imitation cost averages about 65 percent of innovation cost, and imitation

time averages about 70 percent of innovation time. Ttere is considerable

variation among products in the ratio of imitation cost to. innovation cost.

Much of this v~riation can be explained by differences in the proportion of
>

innovation costs going for research, by whether or not an innovation was a

drug subject to FDA regulations, and by whether or not an:' innovation consists

of a new uSe for an existing material where some firm other than the innovator

has patents on this material.

Second, the magnitude of imitation costs in a particular industry seems

to have a considerable impact on the industry's market structure. How rapidly
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a particular innovation is imitated depends on the ratio of imitation cost to

innovation cost. Also, an industry's concentration level tends to be low if

its members' products and processes can be imitated easily and cheaply. The

latte~ relationship is surprisingly close. Apparently, differences among

~~~~~-~--~----~-mdInfer-ie-S--~ill-thEr'-techrrot-ogy-~transfe'r~'proces's--(~inc,lud"j,ng--tr-ans,fe-r$<-~that_~ar,e:,~_,_,~~~._~_~_.~,__, _

both voluntary and involuntary from the point of view of the innovator) may

r .
be able to explain much more of the interindustry variation in concentration

levels than is generally assumed.

Third, in most cases, patents seem to have only 'a modest effect on

imitation costs, as shown in Table 6. However, in the ethical drug industry,

patents seem to have a bigger impact than irr other irrdustries. According to

the--firms, -about; one-half of the patented irrrrovations in our sample would not

have been introduced without patent protectiorr. But the bulk of these

innovations occurred in the drug industry. Excluding the drug industry, the

Jr
___________lack of patent protec tion would have affected less than one-fourth of the

. patented innovations in the sample.

Fourth, patented innovations seem to be imitated surprisingly often and

quickly. In our sample, about 60 percent were imitated within four years of

their initial introduction. Reality seems to depart sharply from the commonly-

held belief that a patent holder is free from imitation for the life of the

patent. In my view, it is very important that this -fact be taken into account

by- the excellent economic theorists working in this area, since there sometimes

. -
has been a tendency for models of the innovation process to assume that the

innovator receives all of the benefits from an innovation, and that imitation ~

can be ignored.



Table 6.--Estimated Percentage Increase in Imitation Cost Due to Patents,
33 New Products, Chemical, Drug, Electronics and Machinery
Industries,a. .

2&

Percent Increase
in Imitation Cost

Number of
Products

Under 10
10 - 19 10
20 - 49 4
50 - 99 0

100 - 199 3
200 and over 3

Total .<
"·33

Source: see Section 9.

2Not all innovations in our sample are included here, because not all
were .patented or patentable.
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10. Innovation and Market Structure

In recent years, economic theorists have also begun to focus on the

effects of innovation on market structure. Of course, it has long been

~-"""~""""-~re1:"ognized~"t"hat""""technolog~ica"l-"chang"e""is""""Qne""""oJ""".the",!!\aiC<L,,~QES~"~"_,~tlfl~enc ing" "
."~~" . '·"·~~·"'~-~~'''~'~"·''~~'''""',",""';''~"',"=·~,~~_";;'o,"",,,'';.

an industry.' s market structure. Karl Marx stressed "this fact over a century

ago. But the renewed interest is welcome, since traditional models of the

relationship between innovation and market structure have been deficient in

"many respects. "_:

However, although relatively

Unfortunately, empirical findings on this score have also been relatively

scanty. Very little is known concerning the effects of major recent process

innovations in various industries on minimum efficient scale of plant. Almost

nothing is known about the" effects of major recent product" "innovations in
)

various industries on the extent of concentration. To help fill this gap, I

obtained information from 24 firms in the chemical, petroleum," steel, and drug

industries concerning the effects of over 65 process and product" innovations

17
"that were introduced in the past half century.

Although this study is still ina relatively early phase, several findings

seem to be emerging. First, in the chemical and petroleum" industries, the

bulk of the process innovations resulted in increases in minimum efficient

scale of plant. In steel, only about half of the, p~ocess innovations resulted

in such increases, but most of the rest had little or no effect on minimum

efficient scale. Thus, in all three industries, 18 ac a l e<Lncre as Lng innovations

f b d 1 d "" " • 19ar outnum ere sea e- ecreas1ng 1nnovat10ns.

few major innovations in these industries have reduced minimum efficient
,

sca~e, a substantial proportion have had no appreciable effect on it.

Second, the evidence in these industries does not support John Blair's
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well-known hypothesis '(1972) that, since World War II, fewer innovations tend

to increase minimum efficient scale than'in the past. To te~t this hypothesis, I

..:

compared' the proportion of process innovations introduced after 1950 that resulted

in such an increase with the pr,oportion introduced before or during 1950 that

did so. Contrary to Blair's hypothesis, ,the proportion was higher, not lower,

in the later period.

Third, in all four industries combined, less than half of the product

innovations in the sample seemed to iricrease the four-firm concentration ratio.

The percentage was particularly low in drugs. The fact that only a minority
:'"

of these major new products increased concentration in these industries is

noteworthy, given the common tendency among economists to view technological

change as a concentration-increasing force. If, these industries are at all

represeutative (and if this preliminary result holds up in my subsequent work),

there should probably be more emphasis on innovation's role in reducing and

limiting'existing concentration. 20

11. Conclusions

The findings presented here have a number of implications for public policy.

With respect to government Rand D policy, they suggest the following: (1) In

_their attempts to promote productivity increase, policy makers should recognize

the importance of long-term R and D and basic research. (2) Policy makers should

also recognize that much of the apparent increase"in real 'industrial R and D

during 1969-79 may have been a statistical mirage, due to the lack of better price

indexes for R and D inputs. (3) Changes in federally financed Rand D expend i-

tures (at least in energy) are unlikely to be offset to any appreciable extent

by changes in privately financed R and D; on the contrary, such changes

<
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seem to induce changes in the same direction in private ly financed Rand 'D. (4)

To the extent that policy makers want to increase the spillover from federally

financed to privately supported Rand D, the results suggest that firms should

be encouraged to work with gover~ent agencies in the design of federally

financed Rand D projects, and that the separation of such projects from

firms' company financed Rand D projects

With respect to patent policy, the findings seem to suggest that, outside

pharmaceuticals and agricultural chemicals, patents frequently are not regarded

:.as essential by innovators. Excluding drug innovati~ris, more than three-
---'

fourths of the patented innovations in our sample would have been introduced

without patent protection. In a minority of cases, patent protection had a

very major effect on imitation costs and delayed entry significantly, but in

. nost c ases it had relatively little effect. Obviously, these ,findings have

im?ortant implications concerning the role of the patent system in stimulating

technological change and innovation.

u--Withregard to antitrust policy, our findings shed ~ew-l-ight-on the relat-

ionship between an industry's concentration level and the nature of its

technological activities. Highly concentrated industries seem to devote a rela-

tively low percentage of their R and D to basic research, and there is an inverse

(but not significant) relationship between an industry's concentration ratio

and the percentage of its R and D that is long-term or aimed at entirely new

products and processes. Also, our results (covering the chemical, drug.

petroleum, end steel industries) provide new information about the frequency

with which major new products result in increases in concentration. In our sample,

many nEW products (particularly in drugs) seem to have been introduced by firms that

"invaded" the relevant market or that were not among the leaders in that market. This
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is not to argue that innovations do not frequently increase concentration.

But it does suggest that the role of innovation in undermining existing

concentration may sometimes be underestimated.

With respect to national policies concerning international technology

transfer and the multinational firm, our findings underscore the extent to

""'-""':~'~;~'te~h~;i~~~"i';"~~'~~~f;;;~d-;;;~;';'~ti~~;rb-;;;;;;Ia;i~:;:'-th;;'diTf1curi:ie's'~"~"""-""

and costs involved in trying to stem the technological outflow from U. S., firms

to their foreign subsidiaries, and the benefits to the United States from the

inflow of technology from these subsidiaries. "Reverse" ,te~hnology flows are

becoming increasingly important. Based on our econometric,results,

overseas Rand D has a considerable effect (per dollar spent) or.

productivity in the U. S. These facts should be taken into 'account in the

evaluation of th~ role of multinational firms in contributing to, technological

change and economic growth in the U.S.

Our' findings should also be of use to industrial managers. Faced with

------'--the---difficult task of choosing an Rand D portfolio, manage,r,s,_b ad ly need evidence

'concerning tbe relationships between the composition of a firm's Rand D

expenditu=e, on the one hand, and its innovative output and rate of productivity

increase, on the other. Also, they need more sophisticated and reliable

indexes of the rate of inflation in Rand D in order to budget their resourceS

properly, and ,they can benefit from improved techniques for forecasting

engineering employment.
.,"--

Besides being of interest to policy ~akers, we,believe that the findings

have some implications for economic analysis. In my opinion, models relating

Rand D to productivity change should go further in disaggregating Rand D,

in t~king acccunt of international technology flows (and, in Some cases,

interindustry t echno l.ogy flows), and in using better Rand D price indexes.
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For many purposes, it may also be useful to view government R and D as a

factor that expands the profitability of private Rand D. With regard to the

role of technology in international trade, the product life cycle model should

be altered or supplanted to recognize the changes that have occurred in this

area. Further, students of industrial organization should devote more attention
.>__<"W'Y"'~'~~""~".'"_'"~~.""''"''~'''''''''~_''''_~.''Ym,,_.~"~".'~~~."'""'~'~'''~~.'~_'''~''~''''"".''"~'"''~_"M.~..'~."".'~ '~~'0"'~""'''"'"'/~'~/~"''''~'"·''~_'~'_V~O''"' ' '' ",'"'''"~V"~".~~"_~:"<'''~V'"" ' .'~'''''.'C>"0''''' '~_.'~'~''_~''W'~'~ '~~·~V~~''~'_."'_'MM.,y.,""~"~~~· ,." ~~~,~", ,.'~ ,",y,,, o.-_

to the measurement and analysis of imitation costs (and times); this is a central

concept that has been ignored entirely in econometric work.

In conclusion, the limitations of the studies described here should be
~

noted. Although many of the samples (of firms, Rand D projects, innovations,

and so forth) are reasonably large, they nonetheless cover only certain

indu~tries or sectors of the economy. In many instances, the theoretical

modelS we' use are highly simplified. No pretense is made that the findings

. '
presente~ here are the last words on the subject. Nonetheless, we believe

~; re,,~t;,ese findings shed new light on a wide. variety of major topics 'about

·wh~cn relatively little (often, practically nothing) has been known.
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... *q Fc The research on which this paper is based was supported
by grants from the National Science Foundation, which, of course, is not
responsible f or the views expressed here. I am grateful to the more than 100

···'-~'~'··~·"'·"'f'irms·"trrat-provid'ed··us··with··,the·"·d-at,a·on·"",wh.ich.""the"..woI'k""is,,,,,b,,as,e,d,,••..""_"""_""".."".".,,,,,,,,,~~,,,,,,.,,.,,,,.,,,

ISome results of these studies have been published' in Mansfield (1980).
Additional results will appear in Mansfield (forthcoming). Link (1981) also
has been investigating factors associated with the composition of Rand D.

I
I , 2For recent evidence on this score, see my forthcoming article in the

" Harvard Business Review.
--'

3Th i s work is being carried on with Anthony Romeo and Lorne Switzer •
.';For a preliminary account of some of our findings, see Mansfield, Romeo, and
/ Switzer (1981). For some previous work, see Goldberg (1978). Also, S.A. Jaffe

has worked on a price index for academic R and D expenditures for the National
Science Foundation.

4For a proof of this, see ibid.

SThiS work is being conducted with Loroe Switzer.

60f course, we recognize the difficulty in many cases in identifying
where the ideas underlying a particular project originat"eC-Bui:" in the cases
in Table 2, this generally seemed to be a matter of agreement among all parties. "

,,/ 7Thi s work :Was done with Peter Brach. Some of the results will appear in
V Brach and Mansfield,,"(forthcoming).

8Th i s model assumes that desired employment exceeds actual employment,
which was the typical case in these firms in the relevant t'ime periods".
Obviously, this model should be used only" in cases where this assumption is true.

9 '
See Mansfield, Romeo and Wagner (1979),

(1979), and Mansf~eld and Romeo (1980).

10 See Vernon (1966, 1970).

IlSee Mansfield et al. (forthcoming).

Mansfield", Teece, and Romeo

12Th i s work is being done with Anthony.Romeo.

13
These assumptions are described in detail in Mansfield (1980).

140ne firm included in Mansfield (1980) could no~ be included here because
it is part of a foreign-based multinational firm. The data concerning Xd/Q
and X~/Q were obtained from the firms.
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" l5Tests were carried out to determine whether an industry dummy variable
should be included in equation (5). The results provide no statistically
significant evidence that this 'shou1d be done.

l6Thi s work ~as done with Mark' Schwartz and Samuel Wagner. Some of the
results witl appear in Mansfield, Schwartz, and Wagner (forthcoming).

l7The lists of innovations came from Mansfield (1963), Mansfield et al.
(1977), and Landau (1980) •

.__~~,_..,.~ ~..:~1l!~U~ ru,!!; i~!!Ull!EY_!.~Il.~e..cJ:?2~~.~E~._~e C::ll?S~.,_~.t,~~.Il..!:.l11p~~s_~.~~<:I~.,.~~~~.~:'~ ..".~ ,.., .
l.nnovation. . ,.

19Thi s seems to be in accord with the observed ~haU!!;es in minimum
efficient scale in these industries. See Scherer (1980).

20l n their paper on this subject, Ne'1Son and. Winter (1978) emphasize the
concentration-increasing ef~ects of innovation. However, they are careful m

.point out that their computer si<nulations represent a }'partial view," not ·a
"general mode1. II. .... . ,'" ,. " , , •
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Intellectual Property Rights In Brazil

._{
I. Overview

Protection of tntellectual property rights Is an Important
problem In Brazil. and one that has not yet been effectively
addressed tn bilateral or multilateral fora. U.S. companies
operating In Brazil have long been aware of these problems and
have developed a variety of strategies for dealing with ·them.
Cases of Infringement of these rights that have come to the
attention of the USG have been dealt with on an ad hoc basts.
Brazil has a growing reputation for violating IntelleCtual

~ ~.~ ~~ ~ property.. rl ghts ~ , _ , -r-r-r-r--r-r-r- '

This paper ts based primarily on Information provided by the
U.S. private sector. In general, protection of property rights
tn Brazil suffers from weak enforcement. Inadeguate criminal
penalties and some official resistance to· support foreign
rlghtsholders. Protection under patents and trademarks has
suffered from application of compulsory licensing provisions.
A consensus of U.S. companies believes that Brazilian
tntellectual property laws as written are acceptable except tn
the case of pharmaceuticals, but problems arise because of the
way they are Interpreted and enforced.

..
The tssue of Intellectual property rights Is presently
crystalliZing with regard to protection of computer software.
Following passage of a highly restrictive Informatics law. a
new computer software bill was presented to the Brazilian
Congress at the close of the 1984 session. The bill. which
would restrict the term of protection and establish compulsory
licensing provlslons•. wI11 provide the basis for discussion In
the 1985 COngress. This Is the same pattern followed In
passage of the Informatics law. which eventually gained such
widespread popular support that It became unstoppable. If tfe
software bill becomes law. activities of U.S. firms In the .'
Brazilian market will be severely affected.

The National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) Is the key
tnstltutlon for the protection of Intellectual property rights
tn Brazil. By all accounts. It ts poorly managed. understaffed
and hostile to foreign Interests. Some dls~usslon with INPI
has occurred as a result of negotiations In the Monsanto patent
Infringement case. Ageneral dialogue. however ... needs to be
established. before there can be hope for real progress.
Brazilian perceptions of the functions and purposes of a system
of Intellectual property rights protection diverge sharply from
those of the U.S. A bilateral mechanism for dtscusslon could
be established along the lines of the 8razll/France Cooperation
Agreement.

The current overall situation amounts to a severe disincentive
to U.S. direct Investment In Brazil. particularly In high tech
product categories. and second only In Impact to Brazil's
market reserve policies.

'.-
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II. Background

A. Patents

1. Issues

a.

1.

Adequacy of Legal Protection

Scope of Protection

"~.~._..~.., _ ~...................... No Ratent..p.rot.e.c.ti.oo 1..LaY.aIJ.able foJ: ~ ~ : _~ _ ~ 0~
pharmaceutical, animal health or food products. On
chemical Inventions, "compound" claims are
prohibited, but composition, production process and
method of use claims are allowed. However,
enforcement problems (see below) greatly reduce the
protection provided in this way. Also excluded
from protection are micro-organisms and anything
resulting from transformation of the atomic nucleus.

Lack of patent protection for pharmaceuticals has
had serious economic consequences for U.S. •
companies. In some cases, sales of unauthorized
copies of U.S. Innovations by Brazilian "pirate"
companies equal or exceed sales by the Innovators
themselves. The patent term of fifteen years from
date of filing is considered too short by many U.S.
firms.

2. Compulsory Licensing

If a patent Is not worked in Brazil within three;
years of issuance, or If its use Is Interrupted for
more than a year, or if there is not sufficient
supply of the product to meet demand, the National
Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) may release
it for tompOI sory 11 tensi ng to Interested partl es ,
This period Is too short for complex technologies
and those requiring governmental approvals prior to
exploitation. "Working" is defined as regular
industrial utilization (not Import) by patentee or
licensee. The patent holder must submit evidence
of working and royalty payment to INPI each year.
When compulsory licensing takes place, the patentee

-. "is required to provide the compulsory licensee with
all the technology required to practice the
licensed patent. This amounts to forced disclosure
and encourages piracy.

In a'case Involving a major chemical manufacturer,
a patent covering a process, a composition and a
use was licensed to a Brazilian company because one
of the patent's claims was not being used.
According to this Interpretation all types of claim
In a patent must be worked for "working" to be
effective. This Is Illogical and a disincentive to
the introduction of new technology.
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b. Adequacy of Enforcement and legal Sanctions

According to U.S. companies, Brazil has a long
history of lax enforcement of patent rights.
Before 1971, many international firms did not even
bother to register patents, since court action to
prevent violations was considered ineffective.
Most large companies depend principally on their
sophiscated technology and the heavy capital

"requireOl~nts()ftheiro~erati()ns to protect them.

Both civil and criminal actions are available
against a patent infringer. However, proceedings
are very slow and there is a reluctance to imprison
an infringer or grant adequate damages. Neither
preliminary nor permanent injunctions are
available. Hence, the only recourse is to obtain
an early decision from the court as to the fine to
be imposed for continued infringement and hope that
the amount of the fine acts as a deterrent. During
the period of infringement, the infringer learns
how to manufacture the patented product ~

efficiently; when the patent expires (15 years from
the date of original application) the infringer has
already established a marKet position.

Since 1982 all chemical composition claims have
been rejected by INPI despite an Appeals Court
decision that composition claims were allowable if
the components together produced a distinct
effect. Enforcement of "method of use" claims in
chemical patents is impractical because there iSino
1ega1 concept of "contri butory infri ngement" or '
"inducement to infringe". The only available legal
remedy is to sue each individual consumer. For
"process" claims, Brazilian examiners are requiring
the inclusion of trivial process parameters which
maKe the claims much easier to "worK around".

c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration Procedures

As in the United States applications are handled
case-by-case, with those offering more
sophisticated or badly needed technology receiving

.. 'favored treatment. Average time for approval is
about two years. INPI is understaffed and has been
Known to "borrow" technicians from other government
agencies.

Patented agricultural chemicals must be registered
with the Ministry of Agriculture and obtain a
"toxicological classification" prior to
commerci1ization. This requires submission of a
complete toxicology pacKage. However, once
obtained, the toxicological classification is
considered generic and may become available to
subsequent registrants.

...... ,.,
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\,i d. Restrictions on Licensing

Strict registration requirements for licensing
agreements together with severe limitations on
royalty remittances cause this to be an area of
great conflict between foreign companies and the
Brazilian government. Royalty payments from a
subsidiary to a parent are prohibited and royalties

'between non-affiliated parties are permitted only
~e_""~ee_"._~~.~.~...~,.'e".,., ..".~e,',~,e",,,wlthjn,strlcLlimLts"{J=,5:4"of"gr:osLsales.L~thee,~~",~~,,.""_,~~,,e,_,,~,_,

concept itself of a license is significantly ,
diminished. The licensor can place no restrictions
on a licensee's use, disclosure or disposal of a
technology beyond a period which is usually five
years or less. There can be no restriction on a
licensee's exports or the source of imported raw
materials or components. These limitations are a
significant disincentive to patenting new
technology in Brazil. Since royalties cannot be
paid to an affiliate, any payment by a subsidiary
for use of a patent must, be included within profit
remittances (limited to 12:4 of registered capitaJ,
net of withholding, or else liable to tax
penalties>. Under U.S. tax law, the parent will
still be liable for the royalties which should have
been paid by the Brazilian subsidiary. Patents. or
proprietary technology are not considered part of a
foreign company's investment in Brazil and
therefore, are not figured into the capital base
against which profits may be remitted.

GOB agencies playa direct role in determining the
commercial conditions in licensing contracts. U.S.
firms consider this inappropriate. Remittance of
fees and royalties is controlled by INPI and the
Central Bank. Payments cannot be made until
registration of patents is approved and licensing
agreements have been registered at the Central
Bank. INPI passes judgment on the rate of
remittance and the value of technology, and a
requirement now exists that Brazilian companies
consult INPI before concluding negotiations.
Companies that have allowed lower royalty payments
by Brazilian companies than by other licensees

.• 'world-wide have had difficulty when the Brazilian
firm began to export. INPI does not allow
royalties on the Brazilian firm to be raised to the
level of other firms manufacturing the product.

d. Participation in International Agreements

Brazil is a signatory to the Paris Convention and
has signed bilateral arrangements with several
Latin American countries.

e. Local Private Sector Programs - None
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2. Suggested Solutions (these apply likewise to trademark
problems)

a. Fact Finding

Obtain information on patent filing trends In Brazil
for Illustrative use with GOB on success of their
current program; compare with Mexico.

Use private sector Information to Investigate
... advi!.o ti!.ge.sLdls.i!.dvM.t.i!.gelQfi!.~IJi!.te[aJ jm!vstrj.aJ.

property cooperation agreement.

Examine usefulness of Industry Section 303 submissions
as case studies to Illustrate Intellectual property
problems for future talks with Brazil.

b. Government-to-Government Consultations

Use bilateral trade and Investment discussions to
convey to the GOB the seriousness of Intellectual
prQperty problems as perceived In the U.S., and enlist
their cooperation In resolving the problems.

Work with the Interagency GSP committee to ensure that
Intellectual property protection problems In Brazil are
carefully considered In determining the level of
Brazil's GSP benefits. Apprise the Brazilians of the
Importance of these problems In the review process.

Investigate possibility of proposing to Brazilians that
decision-making be raised to political level In ;;.
determining when "national Interest" overrides
Intellectual property protection rights of foreigners.

Propose regular consultations with INPI.

c. Offer Solutions

Offer technical assistance for reevaluation of
Brazilian intellectual property rights protection
framework In light of Brazil's growing reputation for
violating Intellectual property rights. Continue to
invite Brazilian officials to participate in PTO
tratnlng programs.

Explore with PTO and the private sector the feasibility
of sending an educational mission on Intellectual
property protection to Brazil in FY 1986 ..
Educate U.S. firms planning Investments about
Intellectual property rights problems they can expect
to face in Brazil

..-
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3. Assessment for Progress

According to our private sector, disrespect for
Intellectual property rights Is firmly entrenched
In Brazil. The GOB appears wlJllng to consult, but
the legislation Is such that certain problems,
Including payments and patent protection for
pharmaceuticals, will not be easily remedied.

Progress can be expected to come only on an
,-",,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""""""",""""",'"'' ,"'rs'sUe-=by;;;ts'sUe"'bCfS-rs*mrtfl"'iI:'llril:logUe"or'r"th'Ir""""""'"''''''''''''''-''''~'''''~'''-'''-'''''''"""'"

overall subject can be established.

B. Trademarks

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

The Brazilian trademark system does not recognize prior
use, so that rights over a trademark are obtained
through first filing. There have been a number of ~

cases of legal registration of a foreign trademark In
Brazil by a party with no relationship to the foreign
owner of the trademark. The trademark may be
registered for the purpose of taking advantage of a
world-wide reputation or advertising, or In order to
sell the registration to the rightful owner. There are
many Instances of well-known trademarks being
registered for unrelated goods. Brazilian Trademark
Law only recognizes well-known marks that are
"supernotorlous". To obtain such recognition the ,;
trademark must be well-known throughout the Brazilian
territory at all economic levels.

Special treatment Is given to pharmaceutical and
veterinary trademarks, allowing coexistence of similar
trademarks as long as they are applied to products
having the same therapeutic effects.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement and Legal Sanctions

Trademark Infringements by small entrepreneurs are
quite common, especially In the consumer product area.
Informal actions are the usual way of resolving most
problems. Infringement Is so common that large numbers
of prospective Infringers may simultaneously apply for
registration of the same trademarks.

If a foreign company pursues and wins a trademark
Infringement case, the local producer may still
capitalize on the Issue through advertising implying It
has been victimized by a giant multinational
corporation.
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c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration Requirements

Delays in trademark registration have recently been
reduced.

d. Use Requirements

Brazilian trademark law provides that a registration is
subject to cancellation if the trademark has not been
used for two years from the issuance of the

,','regls tratIon or whenuseof'themark'ha:s'been' '
discontinued for more than two years. This Is too
short. It frequently takes longer than two years to
commercialize a product. However. in order to prevent
other parties from registering the mark. it Is
necessary to file a trademark application well before
commercialization. Under these provisions. if the mark
is registered more than two years before the product Is
commercialized and the trademark is not used. the
trademark owner may lose his trademark.

, Due to severe import restrictions. foreign trademark~

'owners often have difficulty meeting use requirements.
The "force majeure" justification Is under dispute due
to contradictory INPI decisions.

e. Participation in International Agreements

Paris Convention
Arrangement ,of Madrid
Inter-American Convention of Buenos Aires

~

2. Suggested Solutions

Convince INPI to make administrative changes to give
greater consideration to "force majeure" as an obstacle
to meeting use requirements. and to recognize
well-known marks more easily.

Establish bilateral agreement like the France-Brazil
agreement to promote cooperation in the area of
protecting Industrial property.

3. Assessment for Progress

Regular consultations with INPI could bring about
Improvement.
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\ C. Copyright

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

While Brazilian copyright law is generally in
accordance with international norms. there are a number
of chronic difficulties. such as video piracy,

. inadequacy of criminal penalties lack of enforcement
""c.. .c..c .... mca.nd .some res1shnc::e from off1cia. fs to support fore i gn ..

rightsholders. U.S. industry has complained that the
Brazilian requirement of an affidavit in addition to
the U.S. certificate of copyright is an unreasonable
evidence requirement for bringing suit for copyright
infringement. Brazilian copyright law is flexible
enough to accord protection to automated data bases
under works of compilation authorship.

1. Software

Discussion is currently taking place in Brazil OR
the kind of protection that should exist for
computer software. The lack of copyright
protection for computer software has deterred many
U.S. suppliers from offering their latest software
to the Brazilian market. At a recent WIPO meeting,
the Brazilian representative indicated that
copyright protection for software was unacceptable
and that.Brazil preferred a sui generis form of
protection including: an abbreviated term of
protection (most likely fifteen years), compulsory
licensing, and registration of source code. .'
Japan's recent adoption of copyright protection has
left Brazil isolated as the only major country
opposing copyright protection. The Brazilian
courts have not determined that copyright
protection applies to computer software. Several
cases of copyright infringement of computer
software are currently before the Brazilian
courts. The courts recently found that copying had
not taken place in a case in which Sinclair
Research alleged that its software had been
illegally copied. Lotus is currently proceeding

-. -against a company said to have applied for
registration of a program based on Lotus 1-2-3.
U.S. companies believe that the courts will not
make a clear determination until the political
decisions have been made.

2. Translation rights

Authors maintain the exclusive right of
translation. Translators may not oppose the making
of new translations unless the author has delegated
the exclusive right of translation. Translations
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, of original works that receive prior authorization
from the author and do not jeopardize the original
works are considered new intellectual works.
Authorized translations are subject to copyright
protection. There are no issu~s in this area at
present.

3. Compilation

In the case of a collection of works (made up of .
'··-··~·'·····'··'~···························artTfre!ror~extraffs·Trom..tlie·worRs'oT·CJTTfereiff"····~········"•.~ .

authors>, each author retains the rights with
respect to his own product. As long as they do not
jeopardize the rights of the authors of the
component works, compilations are protected as
independent intellectual works.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement and Legal Sanctions

Brazil's copyright statute provides for civil and
administrative sanctions that do not prejudice
applicable criminal sanctions. •

Widespread piracy In Brazil has caused great concern
among motion picture producers and distributors. The
problems include frequent unlicensed showings,
videocassette piracy and Imports of unauthorized
videocassettes. It has been estimated that at the end
of 1984, one million pirated cassettes were available.

U.S. companies report that It has been difficult to
obtain guilty findings where copyright infringement !s
alleged.

c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration Procedures

Under Brazil's copyright statute, registration Is not a
precondition to copyright protection. Registration Is
free of charge.

d. Participation in International Agreements

Brazil is a signatory to both the Universal Copyright
and Berne Conventions.

e. Local Private Sector Programs

N/A

2. Suggested Solutions

He should encourage Brazil to apply copyright protection to
computer software through continued high level demarches.
He should also encourage the GOB to raise their concerns
over the applicability of the copyright system to software
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in a multilateral context under the auspices of the
Universal Copyright Convention. If Brazil adopts a sui
generis form of protection, we should explore USG options
under' available legislation.

Continue to emphasize the importance of copyright
·protection for software both because companies will be
unwilling to jeopardize their software in Brazil if it is
unprotected, and because Brazil will need protection if it

._ ~ " ~ ~JJ..1Q.•~.~v~JgP••.~gJ!!'@.:r::t ..Q!L.i t~ ..9~!L ".•.••...•.•..••..•~..•....•..•••.•.~.•...•...........•..•..."........••_ ..•........•~ ".

3. Assessment for Progress

Prospects appear to be improving. GOB-backed legislation
has not yet been introduced or passed and there are
indications of an internal debate taking place on the
merits of accepting the international consensus.

D. Unfair Competition Law

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

Brazil's unfair competition law is the Industrial
Property Code, which includes the patents and trademark
laws and is administered by INPI. Special protection
for well known marks and trade slogans is provided,
with the requirement that the owner of the mark
simultaneously request registration. Generally, trade
secrets, know-how and unpatented technology are n~
considered protectible property rights. ~

Brazil's import licensing restrictions and high tariffs
and taxes may effectively deny foreign suppl iers their
rights to protection from unfair competition. Although
the Paris Convention requires national treatment, U.S.
products subject to prohibitive import restrictions
cannot meet the requirments of intellectual property
protection laws. In a recent case, the trademark of a
U.S. shoe manufacturer was compulsorily licensed to a
competitor on the basis that it was not being worked
during a period when imports were prohibited. Special
representation was required to obtain reversal of this
n.ill·ng by INPI. Chemi cal manufacturers have also been
hurt by the closing of the borders to final products or
their inputs when local production began.

2. Suggested So~ution

Improved market access or relaxation of requirements for
products subject to licensing restrictions.
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3. Assessment for Progress

The GOB announced import liberalization measures in
September 1984, but these have had little practical
effect. In the case of the shoe manuf~cturer referred to
above, the Ministry of Finance, which was responsible for
the import restrictions, was approached. They blamed the
problem on disorganization at INPI. A solution was
eventually achieved through the combined intervention of
,JIQY~IDm~ntQfti,.f,J~.l~"iln,~ ..,.pr.tYilt~{~r:9,zjJli!.n.t" ..bll~ine,~.smen" .."".,.,.
Solutions may be possible on a case-by-case basis, but INPI
exercises a high degree of ,independence.

III. ITA Actions to Date

1/84-10/84 - Ongoing treatment of Monsanto patent violation
case; issue raiSed at biannual meetings of Trade Subgroup and
In bilateral meetings between government officials.

1/84-6/85 - Ongoing presentation of U.S. position on protection
of computer software and U.S. concerns about Brazil's proposals
to protect software outside of copyright; issue raised at •
bilateral meetings between government officials, biannual
meetings of the bilateral Trade Subgroup, and Brazilian
sponsored conference.

9/84-6/85 - Work with USTR and State to obtain action by INPI
to reverse ruling on footwear trademark.

6/12/85 - Held Business/U.S. Government Roundtable and
Corporate Briefing on Intellectual Property Protection in
Brazil. Developed list of actions for private sector and US,
to improve climate in Brazil.

Prepared by: WEarle/7-26-85/x5427/Wang #581
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I' INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
IN MALAYSIA

1. Overview

Infringements of Intellectual property rights In Malaysia are
prevelant although to a lesser extent than In some other
countries In Asia. Pirating and counterfeiting of videotapes,
books, records, cassettes, cosmetics. pharmaceutical products
and microcomputer software by Malaysian manufacturers are
significant but retailers also import a large amount of

,~~"~~"""""~"""""~~"~0~"~,"-"-"""count:erfeHed~goods"~from-countri"e"s'"suCh-"a:)"H01r9-Kl5I'f9~"~""0""----"~c"-"--,~""--"~""."-'-""

Singapore. and Indonesia. The major issue concerning U.S.
companies was whether foreign works were protected under
Malaysian copyright laws, but a landmark ruling by the Ipoh
High Court in March 1985 clarified this issue. The High Court
ruled that foreign works published within 30 days of first
publication are entitled to copyright protection. Other
issues still of concern are the Insufficiently severe
penalties for violations of the laws and the low priority the
pollee give to copyright Infringements. The GOM is aware of
these problems and is taking steps to provide increased
protection.

Numerous articles have appeared in the press "supporting the
call for improved copyrights and patent protection. Some of
these articles highlight the U.S. Trade and Tariff Act of 1984
provisions for encouraging foreign government's to improve
Intellectual property protection.

Malaysia has four acts related to intellectual property
rights: the Copyright Act of 1969, the Trade Description Act
of 1972, the Trademark Act of 1976, and the Patent Act of
1983. The GOM has prepared a draft for a new copyright act.
Some revisions are expected before it Is promulgated in 1985.
The Patent Act of 1983 has not been fully implemented. This
may take a year or more. Malaysia is not a signatory to any
of the international conventions on patents. trademarks, or
copyrights.

The USG has been encouraging Malaysia to strengthen its
intellectual property rights laws. The GOM has accepted and
even sought out USG advice. In September 1984, Ralph Oman,
Senior Counsel to the Senate Subcommittee on Patents,
Copyrights, and Trademarks. went to Malaysia. He was well
received by the GOM. Deputy Assistant Secretary for IEP
Alexander Good visited Malaysia in September 1984. He met
with Malaysian Deputy Minister 00 about intellectual property
rights. DAS GOOd presented the Malaysians a draft model
copyright law that was prepared by Ralph Oman. USDOC's Office
of Pacific Basin, in conjunction with the Copyright Office.and
PTO, organized a two-day copyright seminar in Kuala Lumpur
January 29-30.
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A. PATENTS

1. Issues
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a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

Ma 1ays ia adopted a new patent 1aw in 1983 W:h,i,£~,_!"a2,~""",_,~"_,~",_,,,,~,'"
,---"'----'''----'''''''''''-'''''''''S(fpp'oS'~'d''t'e)'lfe comeefffffive"ffi"N'ovemoeTT984 . The '

Patent Act of 1983 (Act 291) was published in the
Official Gazette of December I, 1983 but it remains a
preliminary bill. According to government officials,
amendments to the patent bill are likely to be
Introduced to Parliament In October. Regulations
Implementing the 1983 patent law have not been
Issued. These are expected to be Introduced to
Parliament in late 1985 or early 1986. Until the
rules Implementing the patent law are promulgated, no
patent activity can be conducted under the new law.
Mechanisms have not been established and fees have not
been set. Malaysia Is not currently a member of the
Paris Conventlon,but It plans to accede to the
convention after the patent law Is finalized.

The new patent system borrows heavily from the U.S.
and various European patent systems. The two
principal uses of a Malaysian patent are to promote
licensing and to prevent Infringement. Under the
Patent Act of 1983, an Invention Is patentable If It
Is new, Involves an Inventive step, and Is
Industrially applicable. Patents are valid for 15
years from the Issue date. An Invention Is considered
to Involve an Inventive step If such Inventive step
would not have been obvious to a person haVing
ordinary skill In the art. This Is just like the U.S.
law. An Invention Is considered Industrially
applicable if It can be made or used In any kind of
Industry.

Like the European and Japanese patent systems, the new
Malaysian system provides for a "utility Innovation",
which Is like a "petty patent" or "utility model" in
certain countries. The United States has no
counterpart. The "utility Innovation" need only be
new, and need not involve an inventive step. The
corresponding protection, however, Is for only five
years from the issue date. The "utility Innovation"
appears to confer on' the owner the right to
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\!,
commercialize what is covered by the utility
innovation. If this proves to be the case when
regulations are ultimately promulgated, then these
utility innovations could be valuable short term tools
for the introduction of new products and processes
into Malaysia.

Malaysia has added one feature to patent infringement
__ ••••••.•.•.•~.••••••••w •.•~.•••••••.•w .••.•J i,tig~JJ.g!l. .wblcJ1Jla.Y.~Jlo.•cQ.!!rLte.[p.P.rJ ..tn.tb.e.•U.nlteJL....... ~w._ow .

States. In Malaysia, under the new law, a court can
render a jUdgement that the performance of a specific
act would not constitute an infringement of the
patent. In the United States, by contrast, it is not
possible to get a hypothetical or advisory opinion as
to whether or not infringement would occur if certain
acts were to be performed.

Part IV Section 14 of the Patent Act of 1983 states
that the following are not patentable:

1) discoveries, scientific theories and mathematical
methods; .

2) plant or animal varieties or essentially
biological processes for the production of plants
or animals, other than man-made living
micro-organisms, micro-biological processes and
the products of such micro-organism processes;

3) schemes, rules or methods for doing business,
performing purely mental acts or playing games;

4) methods for the treatment of the human or animal
body by surgery or therapy, and diagnostic
methods practiced on the human or animal body.

1. licensing

licensing in Malaysia is rather different from in the
United States: In the United States, a license is a
private contract between only two parties, the
licensor and the licensee. But under the new law in
Malaysia, licensing will be a triangular relationship
between the two parties and the government. The
patent owner and the intending patent user will first
enter into a private contract which amounts to an
agreement to license. Then the Malaysian government
steps in, studies the intended license. and either
approves or denies it on the basis of public policy.
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If it approves, then it is not the patent owner who
grants the license, but rather the government. The
governmental supervision of license agreements is a
common feature of the patent systems of many
developing countries. The Malaysian system,
nonetheless, is unusual in that the government itself
is the licensor.

The government considers applications according to two
_·,··_·····~··,···~,··,···,·~·········~··,_······cr·i·ter'ia·"··-·f+)·,wh~ther···th~re··w·H·l····be··a··tr·an's·fel'··of·,·····.·············· ..····~..·-····c,~ •.

technology involved; and f2) whether the royalties and
technical fees are commensurate with the technology
and know-how supplied. The review process normally
takes three months.

The licensing period is normally five years, and
renewal is subject to prior approval. Normally, a
patent licensing agreement does not outlast the patent
right for which it is granted. The licensee should be
entitled to innovations or breakthroughs in licensed
technology, including new patents. Adequate training
should be provided by both the supplier and the local
plant. Tie-in clauses are generally not permitted.
and the government does not allow territorial
restrictions on exports.

Licensing agreements fbut not technical-assistance con
tracts) must be recorded to have legal effect. A
licensee may sue in his own name against infringements.

The Ministry of Trade and Industry scrutinizes royalty
and fee amounts. Preference is given to royalties of
one to five percent based on net sales. Payments for
technology can be made in lump sum, as a running
royalty, or both.

As in many countries fexcluding the United States), a
patented invention which is not used or "worked"
within three years can be the subject of a compulsary
license. Application to the government is made by the
intending licensee; and the license is granted on such
terms as the government provides. unless the patentee
can advance a legitimate reason why the invention has
not been worked. During Ralph Oman's visit to
Malaysia in September 1984, the issue of compulsory
licenses was raised by an attorney. Malaysia's new
patent law appears to give the GOM the power to
reassign the patent if the patent is not "worked"
within three years. The legal counsel at the MiniSlry
of Trade and Industry said that this was not the
intent of the new patent law and any ambiguity would
be clarified in future amendments. Part XV Section 84
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of the Patent Act of 1983 allows the Government to
authorize any department of its government or any
individual in Malaysia to make, use and exercise any
invention registered in Malaysia without liability to
payment of compensation.

Adequacy of Enforcement

It is too early to tell how effective the new patent
.~."."._..~.~ " ~." ,. . " ··..law·..w"l.l ..I··be·,~ ..Many···Ma·l·ays+an·-and..·fore+gn···exp"E!·rts'";"······~·· ·•···· ~-~ ...•., .

inclUding Ralph Oman, Senior Counsel to the Senate
Subcommittee on Patents. Copyrights and Trademarks.
think Malaysia's new patent law is detailed and
provides good protection. The real question is how
well it will be enforced.

c. Legal Sanctions

The legal sanctions have not yet been determined.

d. Fairness and Complexity of Registration

Under the proposed system. the registrar of patents
and trademarks will examine patent applications for
compliance with the law to assure that applications
are complete and that formalities have been observed.
The new system of examination is a major change from
the previous system of re-registration of UK patents.

e. Participation in International Agreements

Malaysia does not belong to the Paris Convention but
does plan to join. The GOM has sought WIPO and U5G
assistance to train personnel to use patent
documents. A Malaysian patent examiner is
participating in a month-long PTO training program in
Washington. D.C. during July. 1985.

e. Local Private Sector Programs

The Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA)
consisting 11 member countries has worked with the GOM
in developing the new patent law. Malaysia may
establish its own Patent Attorneys' Association.

2. Suggested Solutions

Continue to express USG interest in Malaysia's
promulgating the regulations and fees as early as posstble
so the new patent law can become effective.

Arrange for Malaysian participation in a U.S. Patent
Office training program designed to teach one or a few
patent officials how to use patent documents.
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Continue government to government discussion about our
concerns over Inadequate enforcement of the patent law and
continue to offer technical assistance.

Encourage Malaysia to accede to the Paris Convention.

3. Assessment for Program

The GOM appears to be genuinely Interested In providing
good·panrit··pfotectiori: . Itfs···TikHytopromuTgate·························· .
regulations In early 1985. The GaM will probably give
consideration to any improvements we suggest in the new
law.

B. TRADEMARKS

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

Trademark registration is currently carried out under
the Trademark Ordinance of 1950 in peninsular
Malaysia, under Trademarks (Cop 142) in Sabah, and
under Trademarks (Cap 62) In Sarawak.

New legislation governing trademarks was passed in
1976 but the government Is still drafting regulations
for enforcement. The new law supersedes previous
ordinances. although eXisting registrations will
continue to be protected. Industrial designs and
models registered In the United Kingdom are
automatically protected. but Ignorance of the
registration is a defense.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement

Infringement of trademark rights Is prevalent,
particularly in the cosmetic and pharmaceutical
Industries. Labels oLwell known foreign clothing are
also favorite targets. The government periodically
Initiates drives to stop counterfeiting of recognized
products, but its attempts have been generally
unsuccessful and it does not seem particularly eager
to solve the problem. Evidence of this Is that
enforcement regulations have still not been written
for the trademark legislation passed in 1976.

c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration

Registration is initially valid for seven years and
renewable for successive periods of 14 years. The
first user is entitled to registration, which confers
exclusive right of use.
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d. Participation in International Agreements

Malaysia is not a member of the Paris Convention.

e. local Private Sector Programs

N/A

2. Suggested Solutions

Encourage the GOM to enact enforcement regulations by
reiterating our concern about the lack of existing
trademark protection on every appropriate occasion. The
"new" trademark legi slation Is meaningless unti 1
enforcement regulations are adopted.

3. Assessment for Progress

It is difficult to project when enforcement regulations to
the trademark legislation will be adopted as it does not
appear to be a priority item. It Is unlikely any action
will take place until the enforcement regulations for the
Patent Act of 1983 are completed and the new copyright law
under consideration is adopted.

C. COPYRIGHTS

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of legal Protection

Issues: The Ipoh High Court recently ruled that
foreign works published in Malaysia within 30 days of
first publication are entitled to copyright
protection. The implications of this ruling
reportedly go far beyond pirated video tapes of
Cantonese soap operas (the subject of the court
case>. Apparently, under this ruling, any foreign
work first published in Malaysia Is entitled to
copyright protection. Hhether this applies to
computer software, however, is still an unresolved
issue. U.S. software dominates the market but many of
the software packages sold In Malaysia are pirated
copies of well known U.S. products. Software packages
that sell for thousands of dollars in the U.S. can
often be purchased in their pirated form for just a
few dollars. He anticipate the new copyright law the
GOM is working on will specifically address computer
software. -
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Copyrights in Malaysia are protected by the Copyright
Act of 1969 and the 1975 and 1979 amendments although
a new copyright Act has been drafted and may be
promulgated in 1985. Under existing law. copyright
protection is extended only to Malaysian companies and
individuals who are Malaysian citizens or permanent
residents. Foreigners who do not reside in Malaysia
and foreign companies that are not incorporated in

"~"_~~"""""~.. ~""~..•"~~...."".".""~"~l~Y"~.L~.~~.IlOL@EgjJ~l~.JQL"~.QI2YJ:lgh.L.p.rQje~JJ.Q!h.".~~•• """~"""""••_.""••".•.."."
Their Malaysian agents and/or Malaysian subsidiaries.
nonetheless. may qualify for copyright protection if
they reproduce the work in Malaysia within 30 days of
the date that the foreign work was first "published"
overseas. Industry representatives complain that this
is an unreasonably short time. They suggest a
six-month grace period would be more practical.

Malaysian copyrights protect six types of work: 1)
literary work, 2) musical works, 3) artistic works. 4)
cinematographic films. 5) sound recordings, and 6)
broadcasts. There is no category for computer
software but it may fall under the "1 iterary works".

The Ministry of Trade and Industry is in the midst of
drafting a new copyright law. According to news
reports, the new law will make substantial changes to
existing laws, including a new section on enforcement,
clearer provisions for video copyrights. protection
for computer software, and heavier penalties against
offenders. The new copyright law is expected to be
introduced to Parliament in 1985.

In addition to copyright protection under the
Copyright Act of 1969. the Trade DescriptIon Act (TDA)
of 1972 also offers some protection. Under the TDA,
it is a violation for anyone to apply a false trade
description to goods.

During Ralph Oman's trip to Malaysia in September
1984, he suggested that since Malaysia's copyright law
is very specific as to the six categories that are
protected. software should be specifically protected
as an additional category. Oman also suggested that
the new copyright law should specifically address
semiconductors, satellite broadcasts, and video tapes.

Oman subsequently sent a package of model amendments
to the Malaysia copyright law which could afford
protection to satellite transmissions. works of
foreign origin, video cassettes recordings, and
computer software. He also sent a copy of the U.S.
Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984.
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USDOC IEP/EAP, the Copyright Office and the Patent
Office conducted a copyright seminar in Malaysia
January 29-30, 1985.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement

Under the current act, enforcement is handled by the
police. It is widely reported that the police do not
pay adequate attention to copyright infringements.
The, d~a!t ..~f the. ne\ol..as.tgive~~DfQ!:s~l1l~nt~J!thQLjJY
to a:SpecicHeilToT'cemenf divlSion within the Ministry
of Trade and Industry to be headed by a controller of
copyrights. This is expected to improve enforcement.

c. legal Sanctions

Under the current Copyright Act, violaters can be
fined up to a maximum of $M10,OOO (US$ 4,200) for each
infringing copy, up to a maximum of $M100,OOO
(US$42,OOO), or sentenced up to a maximum of five
years, or both.

Between April 1982 to June 1984, the Ministry of Trade
and Industry seized counterfeit goods worth USS8.75
million. A total of 1,517 cases under the Trade
Description Act during this period resulted in
US$381,OOO in fines.

Violaters of the TDA can be fined a maximum of
$M100,OOO (US$42,OOO) or sentenced to a maximum of
three years, or both.

d. Fairness and Complexity of Registration

Malaysia does not register copyrights. Copyright
protection arises automatically and is conferred upon
the author of the work (including corporate
authorship).

e. Participation in International Agreements

Malaysia is not a signatory of the Berne Copyright
Convention or of the Universal Copyright Convention.

f. local Private Sector Programs

The national Artists' and Performers' Association and
Malaysia's Computer Society are actively encouraging
the government to update the copyright law and
increase enforcement.
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2. Suggested Solutions

Amend the draft of the copyright law to include specific
sections on computer software. satellite broadcasts, and
more protection of video tapes.

Encourage Malaysia to sign one of the international
copyright agreements and the Geneva Phonograms Convention.

Continue to work with the GOM following the copyright
. .... seminar·on updating··andthetr··~j'ff6rtnigth~n~litOpYfTght·

law.

3. Assessment for Progress

The GOM appears to be genuinely Interested in providing
good copyright protection. It sees Malaysia as becoming
the regional leader In software, for example, but it
realizes this will not happen without adequate copyright
protection. The GOM has been open to advice from foreign
experts concerning the draft of the copyright law. It is
unknown whether all of the suggestions will be
incorporated into the law.

Even if the new law covers a wide range of categories.
works originated outside of Malaysia will not be
adequately protected unless Malaysia becomes a signatory
to one of the two international agreements. The prospects
for this do not seem bright in the near term. If enough
pressure Is brought to bear on the GOM by local and
foreign businessmen and foreign governments, the GOM may
decide to sign one of the International agreements.

D. Unfair Competition

The desk has no Information at present.

III. ITA Action

3/83 OPS Director Severance and IPR specialist Lamb
visited Malaysia to discuss the Issue of IPR
protection with Embassy staff and companies.

9/84

10/84 OPS staffer Linda Droker visited Malaysia in
preparation for a copyright seminar; discussed
copyright protection with Embassy staff. U.S.
companies, and GOM officials.

DAS Alexander Good met with Malaysian Deputy
Minister of Trade and Industry 00 Gin Sun. Ha
presented the draft model copyright law prepared
by Ralph Oman and discussed intellectual property
right issues during this meeting.

1/85 Copyright seminar sponsored by oPS. PTO and the
Copyright Office. rcs is coordinating this
effort in Malaysia.
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1. Overview

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
IN INDONESIA

The problem of intellectual property rights protection in
Indonesia Is potentially a large one. A lack of good
Information makes It difficult for the desk to estlaate the
dimensions of the situation, or to rank-order the specific
problems. Counterfeiting In Indonesia appears to focus mainly
on garments (counterfeiting of blue jeans seems to be the
maJ'or prob lem) acces.sot:..I.e.s. ..a.nd some~·c·he.m ..l··c·a·l··p"()d·uc.t.s..··.· ·.._ ·.~.~·..···~···,·····,········ ,.. i,.~ij_,=_.c.,..'"''""'"....,,'."''''=''''''''"''~,,<V,,'''";''''"'.'~,'.,.,'"~"'.'~,.,,_."" .. ' "'. ..,',,,,_ "L.: , .,. .. - __.""~,,," .... '.. "''''...... .... .. .... , .. ..

InclUding pharmaceuticals. Copyright problems exist in the
areas of pUblishing, and audio-and videocassettes. Computer
software piracy has not been a significant problem, but could
become so In the future. Some of the counterfeit products
available In Indonesia have been Imported from other parts of
the region, but It also exports Items such as jeans and
audiocassettes to other countries In the region.

The legal system Is relatively undeveloped. (There is no
patent law, for example.) In the past, Indonesian law was
based on Dutch law. However, the government is gradually
eliminating many Dutch statutes and replacing them with
Indonesian laws. An additional problem with obtaining legal
redress Is corruption throughout the government. including the
police and courts.

II . Background

A. Patents

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

Indonesia currently has no patent law. A draft law was
tabled In the Indonesian parliament In mid-19B3 and has
since been redrafted and remains In committee. Its
provisions largely follow those of the WIPO model for
developing countries. Until enactment of the law. patent
applications will continue to be accepted under a 1953
Department of Justice decree. (Provisional applications
have been accepted in this manner since 1963. There are
over 8,000 applications now on file.) Such provisional
applications will not be acted upon nor will they be
published or made available for public Inspection prior to
enactment of the patent law. A patent application filed
under this decree will create for the applicant a priority
claim under the Paris Union Convention over applications
submitted at a later date.
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The Embassy in Jakarta has suggested that, even when the
patent law is adopted, It is unlikely to cover
pharmaceuticals, since most pharmaceutical companies
entered the Indonesian market before the GOI began
accepting provisional patent applications. It is not
clear whether pharmaceutical companies would be forbidden
to apply for patents for new products.

There is no law covering Industrial designs or models.
~'''~"~~'_~.''''',~~'''''.' __~'"'''"'''~~''''';;"''"~~~"'''","9",~~'''~e',""_''''""'"'_'~_"~''~'''~'''''"'''''.'<~_"''",'O.~,"~-.0'~~'''/''"''';'''''''~_''''"_~~'""''<''''"''_'~'.'_~~~CO'~~'''""''''''W''''.',,",_~~~O.'"~~_'~~_'''~'''''C>¥=,"V.Y.._@,."~.'.~,."...=,~,,,_.'...,..,."._O.~"'''~~~·''-'''_'''.'~W'''''_'',,,~'''=A_

The desk has little information as to the specific impact
on U.S. companies of the lack of a patent law, other than
that some companies have cited It as a problem.

In May 1983, the GOI Director of Patents Supjan
Suradimadja visited the U.S. to meet with PTO officials.
At that time the USG offered, and later delivered, copies
of all U.S. patent documents from 1970-83. The purpose of
this gift was to establish a reference base for the GOr
for such time as the patent law Is adopted. However, it
is not clear whether the documents are currently being put
to any use.

According to a U.S. company, government guidelines for
permitted royalties can be stringent: for agrochemicals,
a maximum of 0.5 percent on net ex factory sales for no
more than 10 years; for pharmaceuticals, 5 percent for up
to 10 years; and for textiles, 3.5 percent for up to five
years.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement and Legal Sanctions

N/A

c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration Procedures

N/A

d. Participation in International Agreements

Indonesia is a member of the Paris Convention.

e. Local Private Sector Programs

The desk is unaware of any such programs.

2. Suggested Solutions

Pass a patent law, preferably covering chemical compound~,

and incuding designs and models.
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Attempt to persuade GOI officials of the benefits in terms
of foreign investment and technology transfer of adequate
patent protection. Possibly the USG could undertake
further educational efforts, such as seminars (see
II.C.2>, or government-private sector delegations.
However, such delegations should also visit other
countries in the region, since IndoneSia by itself is
still a smaller scale problem.

Raisethelssue of patent and otherAntellectu!'l"""property
rights protection in consultations under the Memorandum of
Understanding on Investment.

3. Assessment for Progress

The Embassy can give no estimate as to when the patent law
might be passed. Interagency disagreements over whether
to include chemical compounds are evidently part of the
prob Iem.

The GOI understands that better protection for
intellectual property rights is important for increasing
foreign investment in Indonesia. At the same time, many
officials take a highly nationalistic view, believing that
protection for foreigners should have a lower priority
than encouraging local entrepreneurs or saving foreign
exchange. These domestic political concerns, combined
with corruption in the legal system, make it unlikely that
significant improvements will be made in the near term.

B. Trademarks

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection -

Trademark registrations are granted under the Trade Name
and Trademark Act (No. 21 of 1961> for 10 years from date
of registration and may be extended for like periods.

The Trademark Law does not currently cover the issue of
the right of use of trademarks by licensees. As of March
1983, a provision on licensing was being drafted as an
amendment to the law.
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In 1982 a senior GOI official proposed a ban on the use of
foreign trademarks and brand names and a greater use of
Indonesian trademarks. The intent behind the proposal was
both nationalistic and economic (it would reduce royalty
payments). There continues to be pressure within the GOI
to phase in local trademarks while phasing out foreign
marks.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement and Legal Sanctions

1. Enforcement

Despite a 1972 Supreme Court ruling that the intent of the
Trademark Law is to protect the public from inferior
goods. enforcement is lax. Police raids on suspected
counterfeiters are made only if requested by the trademark
holder. but police do not regard counterfeiting as a high
priority. In the past. the Minister of Manpower has
stated that he did not want raids to result in the
unemployment of Indonesian citizens. The desk has no
information as to the impact of this statement.

2. Legal Sanctions

The penalty for counterfeiting convictions Is a fine; no
prison sentences are given. The desk has no information
as to the amount of fines or as to the likelihood of
convictions.

Court injunctions have been obtained against
counterfeiters. In the case of one U.S. company. a
favorable decision was obtained from the Supreme Court
itself. although USG pressure may have been the
determining factor.

Corruption in the court system is know to be a problem.
Besides bribery of judges. Business International reported
in 1983 that defendants sometimes buy or steal case
documents from the court clerk following a guilty verdict;
this effectively eliminates all record of the case.

c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration Procedures

The first bona fide user of a mark for a class of goods is
entitled to the trademark registration for that class. In
absence of proof to the contrary. the first applicant for
registration is considered as having been the first to
make use of the mark (rather than having been the first to
register the mark). prov'ded he uses the mark within
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6 months after the registration and at least once every
3 years thereafter for the goods covered thereby. There
Is no prior home registration requirement for U.S.
nationals seeking to register a trademark In Indonesia.
Interested U.S. applicants must fi le through a resident
agent or attorney In Indonesia. A 1972 Supreme Court case
established that joint ventures are entitled to use the
foreign parent's trademarks. Applications are examined
and, If found acceptable, registration Is granted. There

~_~~~.. ~ ~..........•.......ts no..pJ:oJl.ts1on..for..oppos1.t.i.on··be.fol'ee-the···tl'adema·r·Ks·····..........•...~ ~ .
office under Indonesian law. However, once a mark is
registered, a party who believes the registration violates
his rights may file a petition to cancel the registration
with the District Court of Jakarta. Such a petition must
be filed within 9 months of publication of the
registration.

Conscious of the possibility that local bodies might try
to reserve use of Internationally known trademarks. the
Indonesian authorities are taking steps to check trademark
applications against International listings prior to
registration.

d. Participation In International Agreements

See II.A.l.d.

e. Local Private Sector Programs

See II.A.l.e.

2. Suggested Solutions

The USC could possibly use a new MTN round and the CSP
review process to encourage Improvement in the trademark
protection situation. Through these processes, we want to
encourage the GOI to:

Increase the penalties for Infringement

Increase the priority pollee give to making raids.

(See also second point under II.A.2.)

3. Assessment for Progress
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(See ILA.3.)

C. Copyrights

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

Copyrights are covered by Act. No.6 of April 12, 1982.
which is based on the 1971 8erne provision for developing

.,·countri·es·, Thls·Act·repl'aces-thepreviouslaw;th'e'
Netherlands Copyright Act of 1912. Under the Dutch law,
copyright protection for an author's work was granted for
his/her life and 50 years after his/her death. U.S.
worksare not eligible for copyright protection unless they
are first published in Indonesia (works published
elsewhere and then published in Indonesia within 30 days
are not eligible). Corruption, infrastructural
Inefficiences, and legal restrictions on doing business
have all Interacted with copyright problems to keep U.S.
copyright Industries out of the country.

Chinese characters'are under a total ban. Books and
magazines printed In Indonesia must be in the Indonesian
language. although publications in other languages can be
imported.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement and Legal Sanctions

While registration of books for copyright protection is
relatively easy, enforcement of protection for pUblished
materials. particularly translations of foreign books.
videotapes. and cassette tapes. is lax. The minimum fine
for copyright infringement Is rupiah 500,000 ($500) and
6 months imprisonment; the maximum is rupiah 5 million
($5.000) and 3 years imprisonment.

c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration Procedures

Other than the above. the desk has no information on this
subject.

d. Participation in International Agreements

Under the Dutch law, the Netherlands' membership in the
Berne and the Universal Copyright Conventions covered
Indonesia. Indonesia withdrew from the Conventions
during the early 1960s. It has expressed interest only in
a bilateral copyright relationship with Malaysia.
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e. Local Private Sector Programs

The National Law Development Agency of the Department of
Justice Is Interested In Improved copyright protection.

2. Suggested Solutions

In the short term, the USG may have to emphasize the need
to establish direct copyright relations with Indonesia,
regardless of the uncertainties of Indon.eslan law and
E~~2§i~,!Jl~!!!~r:~UP1~£ej.ts,eJL." ....No.o.",eLLglbJlj.ty.of,U.S.
works Is the threshold problem and leverage to argue for
Improvement of local law can come with copyright treaty
relations. The USG should explore GOI willingness to
establish bilateral copyright relations. Following the
establishment of such relations, it may be possible to
encourage the GOI to:

Join the Berne Or Universal Copyright Conventions.
Revise its copyright law to protect computer software and
satellite broadcasts.

(Also see second point und~ II.A.2.) Regarding
educational efforts, ITA, PTO, and the Copyright Office
organized a seminar on copyright protection in Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Thailand In January-February 1985. The
attendees at the Indonesia seminar appeared to think that
Indonesia should be more economically developed before
giving attention to copyright protection for foreigners.

3. Assessment for -Progress

See II.A.3.

D. Unfair Competition

1. Issues

a. Adequacy of Legal Protection

The desk Is unaware of whether an unfair competition
law exists In Indonesia. Trade dress problems do
affect U.S. companies, especially In the area of
consumer product trademarks and some service marks.

b. Adequacy of Enforcement and Legal Sanctions

N/A
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c. Fairness and Complexity of Registration

N/A

d. Participation in International Agreements

See II.A.l.d.

e. Local Private Sector Programs

2. Suggested Solutions

Remind the GOI of its obligation under the Paris
Convention to assure other signatory countries of
protection against unfair competition.

3. Assessment for Progress

See II.A.3.

III. ITA and PTO Actions to Date

5/83 PTO and OPS hosted Washington visit of Indonesian Patent
Director Supjan Suradimadja

12/83 PTO gift of U.S. patent documents delivered to GOr

6183 Deputy Patent Commissioner Donald Quigg visited Indonesia

9/84 OPS staffer Linda Droker visited Indonesia to begin
preparations for copyright seminar

2/4-
5/85 USDOC Copyright Seminar

5/24/85 Issue of IPR protection raised with GOI Investment officials
during first meeting of Joint Investment Commission in
Jakarta.

7/12/85 IPR. Including need for passage of patent law with chemical
compound coverage, raised at second JIC meeting; paper on
pharmaceuticals industry problems passed to GOI.




